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L Publications 
De nye superledere. (The New Superconducting Materials). 
N. Hotel Andersen and J.K. K jerns, Risønyt No. 2 (19*7) 1-3. 
7a* nemt ducooeiy of superrtmdut twity at hatnd mtrufiM umpeietures is men-
tioned ANS4 dimwtd i* relation to possible ttthntrhrfirel uff^kwtifni Råø n-
sm^mxnåma^d^coofSma^Dm^^onni^fiManacammtaifor. 
Fast Ion Conductors. 
N. Hessel Andersen, K.N. Clausen and J.K. Kjems, Method* of Experi-
mental Physics 231 (1987) 185-241. 
if review of neutron scattering techniques as a probe far studying sulk and 
dynamic ptvpeitus of defect structures ut fast ion londucwn is given. A a c 
pwptttiii of fast ion conductors, especially Ae relation between fast km motion 
ami defect structure, ate discussed. The scattering formahsm far diffraction, 
in fiat ion conductors is established. Examples of experimental studies on model 
systems are presented and discussed. 
Superledning • drøm nærmer sig virkelighed. (Superconductivity - Dream 
Approaches Reality). 
N. Hessel Andersen and J.K. Kjems, Naturens Verden No. 7 (1987) 228-
232. 
The discovery of the new high temperature superconductors are presented. The 
phenomenon of superconductivity is explained on the basis of a historical sum-
mary giving the present level of understanding. The materials properties of die 
new superconductors are discussed and a number of their prospective technologi-
cal applications are mentioned. Danish and international research activities in 
the field are also mentioned. 
Synthesis and Physical Characterization of La-Sr-Cu-O, Y-Ba-Cu-0 and Gd-
Ba-Cu-0 High TC Superconductors. 
J. Als-Nielsen, I. Alstrup, O. Alstrup, N. Hessel Andersen, JJI. Bilde-
Sørensen, H. Bohr, B.S. Clausen, K. Flensberg, J.B. Hansen, CS. Jacob-
sen, I. Johannesen, F. Kragh, J.G. Larsen, B. Lebech, M.T. Levinsen, K.F. 
Nielsen, M. Nielsen, K.R. Padmanabhan, N.F. Pedersen, IL. Skov and O. 
Sørensen, in Proceedings of the European Workshop on: High Tc Super-
conductors and Potential Applications, Genova, 1-3 July 1987. Edited by J. 
Vilain and S. Gregoli. (Commission of the European Communities, Brus-
sels, 1987) 93-94. 
Danish research activities in synthesis and physical characterization of high Tt 
superconductors are presented. Synthesis of powder samples include La-Sr-Cu-O, 
Y-Ba-Cu-O and Gd-Ba-Cu-O prepared by solid state reactions of carbonates or 
powder mixtures of oxides and carbonates or from precipitation of oxalates. Thich 
films of superconducting YBafiufi7 have been prepared by plasma spraying. 
Powder dentification studies and thin film preparation by RF-sputtering have 
been initiated. Phase identification is performed by X-ray diffraction, SEM and 
TEM. Physical characterization include de-conductivity and ac-tusceptibUity 
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mim, mmmtmim tfiimam effect, XPS- «W Moobmmer (m weakly O 
laliimmf Y-Bm-Cu/Co-O) suuhes af m Cu-oaåiatmm stemt. De- ami *-Jé-
utkmmifftmhmbt^ekufT^mpnmammttjmKtmm^Y-B^Cm^.X 
fay crystal structure senates by synchrotron raaiauøm mave N R performea om 
mmmei single ayøait me* Mourn* Ufftattiom om powåer samples of 
YBafiufOj. Initiatives da» rndbøV development ami construction af a mgh 
fMMMWN neutron powder difftaLtUM facility. 
Tynufihnprocesser med RF-sputtering. (Thin Film Processes Using RF-
Sputtering). 
N. Hesad Andersen, in Metalhugiske proctsser i dansk industri; Pro-
ceedings of Dansk MetaOurgisk Selskabs Vintcrmøde, Sønderborg, 5-7 
Jauuaiy 1987. Edited by H. Lilholt et il. (Dansk Metallurgisk Selskab, 
Copenhagen, 1987) 1-22. 
A iescription of Rise's RF-sputtering system ami auxuuuy faculties for Om fibn 
prvauctkm ami nriaolithogmphk processing n given. Principles of the RF-sput-
tering technique ate discussed ami charactensac process parameters obtained for a 
number of metallic and ceramic materials are presented. Examples of experi-
mental studies of thmfummeuh, cermuics, and intetf 
ami impedance spectroscopy are oho included. 
Thermal Decomposition of (Cerium, Gadolinium)- and (Cerium, Europium)-
Garbonates: Compositional and Structural Changes and Kinetics. 
JJ. Bentzen, PA. Huswn and O. Toft Sørensen. In: High Tech Cera-
mics. Proceedings of the World Congress on High Tech Ceramics, the 6th 
International Meeting on Modern Ceramics Technologies (6th CIMTEC) 
Milan, 24-28 June 1986. Edited by P. Vincenzini. (Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1987) (Materials Science Monographs, vol. 38A) 385-398. 
The existence of a complete solid solution was found for the system (Ce).xREJ2 
CKCOfoHfi, RE = Gd,Eu,0<x<l.The X-ray diffraction patterns of 
MfiiCOj)2 'Hfi> M - Ce, Gd, Eu, are given. The decomposition of (Ce,. 
„REJ2 CKCOfcHfi to Ce,JtEs 02^2 took place at one to three different 
temperature levels depending on x and hem-treatment. The lower decomposition 
temperature increased with xtoa maximum for x = 0.9. For Ce-, Eu-, and Gd-
carbonau the rate determining sup at low temperature was evaluated as nuclea-
tion followed by two-dimensional growth, and that of the second and third 
temperature levels for the Eu- and Gd-carbonates were estimated as two-dimen-
sional nuclei growth. The oxide crystallites formed were initially ~ 100 A and 
f ,..::• .'; cubes and pyramid-cubes reaching sizes of 0.1-0.3 urn at 1000°C. Very 
high surface area (~ 100 m2/g) oxide powders could be obtained by calcina-
tion at low temperatures. 
Nyt elektronmikroskop pi Risø. (New Electron Microscope at Risø). 
J J . Bilde-Sørensen, Risønyt No. 2 (1987) 7-7. 
The Metallurgy Department at Risø has received a new JEOL 2000 FX trans-
mission electron microscope as a gift from the Villum Karm Rasmussen Founda-
tion. The microscope was officially handed over at a reception held April 24. A 
than technical description of the microscope is included. 
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Tie Structural Basts for Creep Relations. 
R G Eoob and LB. Mac Sit«—caw la: Constitutive Relations and Their 
Physical Basis. Proceedings of die 8th Risø Intemational Symposium on 
MctaDnrgy and Materials Science, Risø, 7-U September 19t7. (Risø Natio-
nal Laboratory, 1987) 67-82. 
estmrnVOnVlnVR C V W 9 VWDHET É Q K Ø W B Ø I Y tf VnwT ØR flstf ItmnmVsmflflØsmVnF ØV DIÉ? •faVsVCØHØIK 
Fatigue Testing Using Onshore Load Spectrum. 
P. sVøndsted, T. Stind and J. Solin. In: Sted in Marine Structures. Pro-
ceedings of the 3rd International ECSC Conference on Steel in Marine 
Structures, Delft, 1548 June 1%/. Edited by C Noordhoek and J. de Back. 
(Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1987) 811-819. 
maj øW offshore loading conditions is developed. TTu algorithm generates a cycle 
by cycle defined sequence of totally 500.000 cycles. It is divided into 9 Nochs each 
having a constant rms amplitude. 
The program is implemented on too differemampum aided fatigue test systems, 
namely PiJPll and OUvetri PC controlled servokydraulk testing machines. The 
reliability of the testing procedures is verified by results from preliminary crack 
growth tests. 
Offshore Load Spectrum and Fatigue Testing. 
P. Brøndsted and S. Krenk. In: Constitutive Relations and Their Physical 
Basis. Proceedings of the 8th Risø International Symposium on Metallur-
gy and Materials Science, Rise, 7-11 September 1987. Edited by S.I. Ander-
sen et al. (Risø National Laboratory, 1987) 251-257. 
The hey features involved in the simulation of random stress histories for fatigue 
testing of offshore structures are discussed. They include sea states and long term 
statistics, the relation between waves and stresses, and the simulation within a 
given sea state. The paper also presents an algorithm for die simulation of 
simplified offshore stress histories, in which the load history is generated on a cycle 
to cycle basis. The length of the simulated sequence is 500.000, and changes in 
intensity are accommodated via 9 blocks forming a deterministic pattern of 
increasing and decreasing intensity. Test results obtained using this algorithm are 
included. 
Fatigue and Creep Properties of Copper-Phosphorus Brazed Copper Joints 
and of the Brazing Alloys. 
J. Christensen and P. Brøndsted. In: High Technology Joining. Proceed-
ings of the BABS 5th International Conference, Brighton, 3-5 November 
1987. (British Association for Brazing and Soldering, Oxfordshire, 1987) 
20/1-20/10. 
Mechanical creep and fatigue properties of copper joints brated with various 
tiher-copper-phoiphorus brating alloys have been investigated. Joints brated 
with the various alloys were all stronger than copper. In fatigue, brazed joints 
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iiajn tmtr-Mamf araiuuj atnyr can ae saastMMaa ay OK v-jjib smaer-capper-
Asaessment of Radiographic Image Quality by Visual Examination of Neu-
tron Radiographs of the Calibration Fod Pin. 
J.C Poena—a. In: Neutron Radiography. Proceedings of die Second 
World Conference on Neutron Radiography, Paris, 16-20 June 1986. Edited 
by JJ». Barton et al. (D. Rridd Publishing Company, Dordrecht, 1987) 
S49-8S5. 
Up riff now no reliable radiographic image quality standards east for neutron 
radiography of nuclear reactor fuel Under cat Euraum Neutron Radiography 
Working Group (NRWG) Test Program neutron radiographs were produced at 
different neutron radiography facilities within the European Community of a 
caoeratwn Juel pin. 
Tot radiographs were made by the direct, transfer and tradi-etch methods using 
dtjforent fibn recording matenals. These neutron laawgraphs of the canbratton 
fuel pin were used for ike assessment of radiographic image quality. This was 
done by visual examination of the radiographs and assessing their radiographic 
image quality on an arbitrary scale. 
Can Neutron Beam Component and Radiographic Image Quality be Deter-
mined by the Use of Beam Purity and Sensitivity Indicators? 
J.C Domanua. In: Neutron Radiography. Proceedings of the Second 
World Conference on Neutron Radiography, Paris, 16-20 June 1986. Edited 
by J.P. Barton et al. (D. Reidcl Publishing Company, Dordrecht, 1987} 
839-848. 
In the Euratom Neutron Radiography Working Group Test Program beam 
purity and sensitivity indicators, as prescribed by the ASTM E S4S-81 were used 
together with the NRWG beam purity indicator-fuel and calibration fuel pin. 
They were radiographed together at neutron radiography facilities of the Eur-
opean Community. The direct, transfer and track-etch methods using different 
film recording materials were used. Neutron beam components were calculated 
from film density measurements under the beam purity indicators and radiogra-
phic image quality was assessed by visual examination of the sensitivity indicator. 
Results obtained under the NRWG Test Program are summarized and com-
pared. 
Collimators for Thermal Neutron Radiography. 
J.C. Domanua. Edited by J.F.W. Markgraf. (D. Reidel Publishing Compa-
ny, Dordrecht, 1987) (EUR-10859) 103 pp. 
The purpose of this survey is to review the design and construction of collimators 
used for thermal neutron radiography. To this end handbooks and general publi-
cations in the field of neutron radiography have been reviewed. Conference papers 
related to non-destructive testing and neutron radiography were also considered. 
As the resultant information was rather sparse and incomplete, the author attemp-
ted to extract information concerning collimators from other sources, particularly 
the numerous papers describing neutron radiography facilities in different coun-
tries. For practical reasons it was not possible to review all the papers available on 
the subject. A concise overview is presented concerning the bask data concerning 
the design and construction of collimators used for thermal neutron radiography. 
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Enraton Neutron Radiogiapbj Working Groop. 
J J C P i a a a — . IB: Neutron Radiography. Ptoccedngs of the Second 
Wodd CoBfacBce oa Ncutroa Radiography, Paris, 16-20 June 1986. Edited 
by J J»- Barton et aL (D. Reidd Publishing Company, Dordrecht, 19g7) 
3?9-347. 
H 1979 m Neutron Radiography Working Group (NRWG) was omtmtmd 
nVMRMB ASSHT^BWHIB v9tØV Ols? vnWOCawnaftMt 4w AtB Ct9tKt% ^ØBRSR *»••? MSMtf99n\m\\\ ^ J M * 
•away at tdbtå nemtrtm foalmc were mnlmUt Ilt mmm purpose of NRWG 
mos $o itenierdin methods ond procedmm used m neutron rmdiegrapky of 
—Him ittpqpsøåi The NRWG mom onto o year m eotk of dm mutren 
roduujrophy centen w revunv the progress mode ond drowplons for nut future. 
Besides, od-hoc tub groups on diffennt topics witkin the field of neutron rodio-
NRWG ond in sub-groups. 
International Neutron Radiography Newsletter. 
J J C Domanm. In: Neutron Radiography. Proceedings of die Second 
Wodd Conference on Neutron Radiography, Paris, 16-20 June 1986. Edited 
by J J*. Barton et aL (D. Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht, 1987) 55-
58. 
At the first World Conference on Neutron Radiography it was decided to conti-
nue the "Neutron Radiography Newsletter", published previously byJJ*. Bar-
ton, as the "International Neutron Radiography Newsletter" (INRNL), with 
J.C. Domanus as editor. The British Journal of Non-Destructive Testing 
(BJNDT) has agreed to publish the INRNL in its column "NDT Bookcase". 
The Retue Pratique de Control Industriel has also agreed to pubhsh the French 
version of the INRNL Up till now 12 issues of the INRNL were pubhshed in 
the BJNDT. They are reviewed below. 
Neutron Radiography. Techniques and Applications. 
J.C. Domanus. Ri»ø-M-2672 (Risø National Laboratory, 1987). 32 pp. 
Afar ascribing the principles of the "in poof and "dry" installation, techniques 
used in neutrcn radiography are reviewed. Use cf converter foils with silver 
bolide films for the direct and transfer methods is described. Advantages of the use 
of nitrocellulose film for radiographyoig radioactive objects are discussed. Dyna-
mic imaging is shortly reviewed. Standardization in the field of neutron radiogra-
phy (ASTM and Euratom Neutron Radiography Working Group) is described. 
The paper reviews main fields of use of neutron radiography. Possibilities of use 
of neutron radiography at research reactors in various scientific, industrial and 
other fields are mentioned. Examples are given of application of neutron radio-
graphy in industry and the nuclear field. 
Recording Radiographic Images on Nitrocellulose Film in Neutron Radio-
graphy of Nuclear Reactor Fuel. 
J.C. Domanus. Risø-M-2654 (Risø National Laboratory, 1987). 19 pp. 
Nitrocellulose film, insensitive to X- and gamma-rays (as well as visible light), is 
especially suitable for neutron radiography of spent nuclear reactor fuel, which 
itself is a source of high-intensity gamma-radiation. As nitrocellulose film is also 
insensitive to neutrons a converter is necessary to convert neutrons to alpha 
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ptnatx, MnniMlani are tam mpmwuct mTOUMgmpmc meager mejmu. a ma 
matt, m the firm efmmmn pits m At film, must afciiwa^ Mi ae mgdt vrnrnk ajr 
mthmg aW waia«amMMi/ina a» aksafc> iniarge aWpåraf —K* at a» araaWr « 
UVMV unagt an dm film. After a wart description tf R H M I laaMgrupay focm-
tXfmWttm [MWtQt BUtUfU M 0VO-4K1I/. f W K a W m JM" • • * M M I H H P -
wKaOm OOUOOTUWS SIMI VMM V mWW flØCTMP- J^flBMKYvHMK^ MH^KS flM^BBV mm tmB 
fim n cflnparoi Mft dUr « / a f a r f a n * film. A smmw* compomon is mode of 
me accuracy efdsmenstonm wteasurtmtnts from neutron raasographs. 
Reference Neutron Radiographs of Nuckar Reactor FueL 
J.C DOOMS«*. In: Neutron Radiography. Proceedings of the Second 
World Conference on Neutron Radiography, Paris, 16-20 June 19*6. Edited 
by J J». Barton et aL (D. Reidd Publishing Company, Dordrecht, 1987) 
375-379. 
Reference neutron radiographs of nmdemr reactor fud tmt produced by the 
Emramm Neutron Radiography Worhtng Group and published m 1984 by the 
Reiid PubHshmg Company. 
In this coUectum a classyicaaou is given of tht various Matron radiographic 
findings, mat can occur m different parts ofptUtmmi, annular and vmro-oom-
pattti nuclear fad puis. Those parts of the pins art thoam wktrt changes of 
appearance Offer from most for mt parts as fabricated. Abo radiographs cf mast 
as fabricated parts art included, Tht collection contains 158 matron radiographs, 
rtprodnctd on photographic paper (take enlarged) and on duplicating fibn 
(original site). 
Standardisation Problems in Neutron Radiography of Nuclear Reactor Fud. 
J.C Domanus. In: 8th International Conference on NDE in the Nuclear 
Industry. Proceeding of the conference, Kissimee, 17-20 November 1986. 
Edited by D. Stabl. (ASM International, 1987) 565-570. 
Reference neutron radiographs, radiographic image quality, determining tht LID 
ratio and standard practices art tht mam topics for standardisation in the field of 
neutron radiography ofnuclear reactor fuel 
As At standards for neutron radiography issued up till now by thtASTM do not 
cover mat particular field the Euratom Neutron Radiography Warning Group 
has started standardization worh of its own. The results, status ami plans for this 
tooth art reviewed in this paper. 
Application of the Positron Annihilation Technique in Studies of the Defects 
in Solids. 
M. Eldrup. In: Defects in Solids. Proceedings of the NATO Advanced 
Study Institute, Cetraro, 16-27 September 1985. Edited by A.V. Chadwick 
and M. Terenzi. (Plenum Publishing Corporation, 1986) 145-178. 
The basic principles of positron annihilation physics are discussed and tht four 
most important experimental techniques are described (it. the positron lifetime, 
the angular correlation, the Doppler broadening, and the bw-energy-positron 
beam techniques). Several examples are discussed, in particular for metals and 
molecular crystals, which illustrate the sensitivity of the positron annihilation 
techniques to vacancy type defects. For example it is shown how information can 
be obtained about vacancy formation energies, vacancy migration and clustering, 
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mtftO flKXflQf ptWftåO M WåGF-SWfjGCt T^ttttt* 
Positron Trapping Rates into Cavities in Al: Temperatue and Sue Effects. 
AL Hérap and K.O. Jensen. Phys. Stat. SoL M2 (19t7) W5-152. 
•at agreement faux. Iftnpptng nap shmttew maps at AMP anancnanNCS v AOMMM, 
av onagrtement u ttmøvea, i*pr cfMnø *r nun larger uuwu j nm ammtsmm 
K mmmd u> mene wkh earlier dttei mineeions. if a tune emnendence of dut truvtint 
Effect of Metallurgical Parameters on Texture and Mkrostrocture in Cold 
Deformed Ahiminium and Aluminium Alloys. 
N. Hansen and D. Jnal Jensen. In: Fbrmabilicy and Metallurgical Struc-
ture. Proceedings of a symposium, Orlando, 5-9 October 1916. Edited by 
A.K. Sachde and J.D. Embury. (The Metallurgical Society Inc, Warren-
dak, 1987) 119-136. 
The effects of meuunagmul parameters on tht texturol sua miuv&B ut rural deve-
lopment during cold deformation art described v/itk special emphasis on ahantnt-
urn and aluminium alloys. The parameters ate the pom site and the stmt and 
volume fraction of hard partides. It is generally observed that these panmtnn 
affect are strength of the deformation texture and thereby the JbrmabUny of die 
metal in the cold-worhed state. The grain site effect relates specially to the rate of 
texture development which decreases when the grain site is increased. The pre-
sence of large particles causes a weahening of the texture and this effect becomes 
pronounced for large volume concentrations of particles having as site larger Aon 
approximately 1 |im. A weakening of the texture is also observed when small 
particles (< 0.1 um) are present in large volume concentrations, whereas 
the effect of such particles in small concentrations is inconclusive. The 
experimental observations are discussed in terms of the effect of the metal-
lurgical parameters on the deformation pattern during cold-working. 
Evaluation of the Community's Research Programme "Nuclear Measure-
ments and Reference Materials'' (1980-1985). Research Evaluation - Repon 
No. 20. 
N. Hansen, H.J. Ache, P. Brown, A. Michaudon and J. Yoccoz. (Commis-
sion of the European Communities, Brussels, 1986). (EUR-10761) 64 pp. 
A panel has evaluated the research programme "Nuclear Measurements and 
Reference Materials" as a part of the Commission's ongoing evaluation. The 
themes considered in the report are the following: Formulation of objectives, 
definition of tashs, the present programme, staff, major facilities, international 
collaboration, collaboration within JRC and future orientation of the programme. 
The Effect of Small Panicles on the Flow Stress-Strain Behaviour of Alu-
minium. 
N. Hansen and D. Juul Jensen. In: Constitutive Relations and Their 
Physical Basis. Proceedings of the 8th Risø International Symposium on 
Metallurgy and Materials Science, Risø, 7-11 September 1987. Edited by 
Risø-M-2705 U 
SX Aaderaea et at (Ri* National Laboratory, 19*7) 39-396. 
c * sav. 
Void HyperlattKcs ia High-Purity Al—MI— Irradiated itidi Fast Ncu-
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fkammmmsm323Kmmdmtkmltf2 x M>» a/m*. Void < 
IB occur at a —cm l—er void density aad with a 
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» 
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Development of Deformation Tamra in Polyaysalline Copper. Experi-
ments aad Model Prediction*. 
N. Naaman, R. Talreja, D. Jaal Jeasca and N. Haaeea. Torrares and 
Mkrottroctures 7 (19*7> 149-170. 
ane ffwiM tf copptr (yv.WWy. ftr anaiaf Møv /.V (co^ipftsswi) nauf ZV 
fimHaiem, it. a mtemrnm tmutmmm ar øW </rø> «W <Xff> + 
<JØØ> Mwmmtmjaramptmimomlttmiom,mpteméy. Tktgnmriu(23 
and 125 jun) bas only a relatively smaD effect on the teztural development 
For large stiaias L4-2.9 (compression) the teztnral development is in 
broad agreement with refazed-constisints (RC) model predictions. In the 
strain range where the Taylor-model is prevalent the teztural development 
has only a small effect on the M-factor, ix. on the flow stress-strain 
relationship. 
New Neutron Scattering Instruments at Risø National Laboratory: A Multi-
purpose Spectrometer tad the SANS Facility. 
B. Lebech, T. FrtJtoft, D. Jaul Jensen, C Broholm, K. Clausen, L.G. 
Jensen, J.K. Kjems and K. Mortensen. In: Research Reactor Activities in 
12 Risc-M-2705 
Support of National Nuclear Programs. Proceedings of an IAEA confer-
ence, Copenhagen, 9-13 September 1987. (IAEA, Vienna, 1987) (IAEA-
TECDOC-409) 281-297. 
Two neutron scattering instruments recently installed at the DR 3 reactor at Risø 
National Laboratory is described and examples of experimental results are given. 
One instrument is a multipurpose instrument TAS3 which can be operated in 
jour different modes: 
1) TAS-MODE: In this mode the detector system consists of a complete analy-
ser-detector system, and the instrument is a conventional neutron triple-axis-
spectrometer used for inelastic neutron scattering. 
2) DAS-MODE: In Ms mode the detector system consists of a detector system, 
which can be rotated around the vertical sample axis and in addition by 
means of an automated mechanical tih can be *ilted from 5° below to 25° 
above the horizontal plane. The spectrometer u used for elastic neutron 
scattering. 
3) DPS-MODE: In das mode the detector system is a linear position sensitive 
detector which is mounted vertically in the mechanical tilt device used in the 
DAS-mode. The DPS-mode supplements the DAS-mode and has proven to 
be useful in single crystal structural studies when searching for satellite Bragg 
peaks in odd directions of reciprocal space. 
4) TEX-MODE: This mode is used for measuring texture of pofycrystalline 
materials, both statistical and dynamical An Eulerian craddle is mounted on 
the sample table, and the detector system consists of a linear position sensitive 
detector mounted as in the DPS-mode. 
The other facility to be described is the six meter Small Angle Neutron Scatter-
ing facility SANS. It is situated at a cold source beam outside the DR 3 reactor 
confinement at the end of a 20 m long neutron guide. A mechanical velocity 
selector with variable tilt provides the numochromatization with AX/X in the 
range 0.0S to 0.20. As a novel feature the sample is placed in high vacuum, 
( < 10 -* mbar), without windows between the entrance slit and the 40 cm 
x 40 cm area-sensitive detector. The sample can be rotated and translated 
automatically in the vacuum, which allows the use of cryostats, cryomag-
nets and furnaces without introduction of extra windows. The instrument 
uses neutron wavelengths in the range 4 Å to 24 Å with momentum 
transfers in the range 0.2 A - 1 to 0.003 A"1. 
Relations Between Texture and Flow Stress in Commercially Pure Alumini-
um. 
D . Juul Jensen and N. Hansen. In: Constitutive Relations and Their 
Physical Basis. Proceedings of the 8th Risø International Symposium on 
Metallurgy and Materials Science, Risø, 7-11 September 1987. Edited by 
S.I. Andersen et al. (Risø National Laboratory, 1987) 353-360. 
The plastic anisotropy of commercially pure aluminium deformed by cold rolling 
at strains up to 2.3 has been investigated. The flow stresses (0.2% offset) tnea-
titnd at room temperature are related to M-values which are calculated on ike 
basis of the Taylor theory from experimentally determined texture data. It is found 
that the flow mess varies significantly with orientation at low and high strains, 
while weak anisotropy effects are found at medium strain. It is shown that the 
measured anisotropy is in reasonable agreement with the calculated M-values at 
high strain, whereas the anisotropy at low strain cannot be related to the texture. 
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Characterization of Vacancy and Vacancy-Gas Aggtomerates in Aluminium 
Irradiated with Medium Energy Protons by Positron Annihilation. 
K.O. Jensen, M. Eldrap, BJJ. Singh, A. Horsewell, M. Victoria and W.F. 
Sommer, Materials Science Forum 15-18 (1987) 913-918. 
Potitron annihilation and electron microscopy investigations of aluminium sam-
ples irradiated with 600 or 800 AteVprotons or with neutrons have been corned 
out 'the samples contain helium bubbles or voids of various sum. This was used 
to determine the positron specific trapping rate into the cavities as a function of 
radius. Using this function and a theoretical estimate of the helium density in the 
bubbles based on the trapped-positron lifetime it is shown how the average bubble 
site and density can be derived from the positron lifetime data. Ftnahy, the shapes 
of the angular correlation curves for positrons trapped in bubbles are derived and 
correlated wish the He density in the bubbles. 
Helium Bubbles in Metals: Molecular-Dynamics Simulations and Positron 
States. 
K.O. Jensen and R.M. Nieminen, Phys. Rev. B3S (1987) 2087-2090. 
By combining molecular-dynamics results for the aluminium-helium interface 
with positron-state calculations it is demonstrated that a positron is trapped at the 
surface of a He bubble in AL The annihilation rate with Al electrons is similar to 
that at a clean surface, while simultaneously there is a significant annihilation 
rate with He electrons. This enables one to obtain a useful relation between the 
positron lifetime and helium densities in bubbles. 
Noble Gas Bubbles in Metals: Molecular Dynamics Simulations and Positron 
States. 
K.O. Jensen and R.M. Nieminen, Phys. Rev. B36 (1987) 8219-8232. 
A theoretical treatment of atomic structure and positron states in noble gas bubbles 
in metals is presented. The Al-He and Cu-Kr systems are considered as specific 
examples. For large bubbles (radii above a few tens ofÅ) a calcuktional scheme 
is developed combining molecular dynamics results for the metal-noble gas inter-
face with potitron calculations. It is demonstrated that a positron is trapped at the 
surface of a noble gas bubble, ie. at the metal-gas interface. The annihilation rate 
with metal electrons is similar to that at a clean surface, while simultaneously 
there is a significant annihilation rate with gas-atom electrons. This enables 
relationships between gas density and positron lifetime to be obtained for die 
systems considered. Experimental evidence supports the theoretical relations. In 
the molecular dynamics simulations a trend towards layer-by-layer ordering of the 
gas atoms close to the metal-gas interface is found even in the cases, where the 
bulk gas is in a fluid phase. The positron state calculations also cover the case of 
adsorbed noble gas layers at surfaces. For small vacancy-noble gas clusters com-
plementary positron results obtained with the cakulational method developed by 
Puska and Nieminen are presented. 
Testing of Power Reactor Fuel Types in the DR 3 Reactor at Risø. 
P. Knudsen and I. Misfeldt. In: Research Reactor Activities in Support of 
National Nuclear Programmes. Proceedings of a Technical Committee 
meeting on Research Reactor Activities in Support of National Nuclear 
Programmes, Budapest 10-13 December 1985, and selected papers from a 
Seminar on Applied Research and Service Activities for Research Reactor 
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Operations, Copenhagen, 9-13 September 198S. IAEA-TECDOG409 
(IAEA, Vienna, 1987) 251-261. 
From the beginning of the Danish Fueb Development Program, it has been 
important to test UOrZr fuel pins under realistic conditions, Le. at temperature 
and coolant conditions as in a power reactor. This is possible with the high-
pressure rigs simulating BWR and PWR conditions. 
More man 200 test fuel pins have been irradiated at DR 3 to burnups up to 
70,000 MWD/tU. This program comprises standard BWR and PWR designs, 
advanced fuel designs such as LOWI (low interaction), ie. a special duplex 
pellet, power ramp tests at significant burnup levels etc. 
Significant use of ike DR 3 facilities is obo being made in the current, interna-
tumalfy sponsored RISØ Transient Fission Gas Release Project, with ike objec-
tive to study the nineties of fission gas release in Ugh-bumupfueL Segments from 
previously irradiated UOfZr fuel pins are refabricated in the hot cells and 
mounted with pressure transducers. During transient testing in the DR 3 reactor 
at RISØ, the change in internal pin pressure is monitored continuously. Before 
and after the transient testing, the fuel is characterised extensively in the hot cells, 
as a supplement to the observations during the irradiation. 
The pressure transducer of a test fuel pin is connected to a fulfy computerised 
measuring and data acquisition system. This system allows measuring of power 
and pressure in the experiments with high accuracy. Techniques have been deve-
loped for the derivation of gas release infractions of the produced fission gas with 
overall accuracies better than 7% of the gas inventory. Releases down to 0J% can 
be followed with a resolution in time of less than 1 minute. 
The DR 3 facilities are well suited for both general fuel performance evalua-
tion and special projects, because they are simple in design and reliable in 
operation. Also, the DR 3 reactor and RISØ's Metallurgy Department, includ-
ing the hot cells, are clou to each other. This enables a quick feedback of test 
results as input to the planning of new investigations. 
Konsdtutive modeller for metallers plastiske deformation. (Constitutive 
Models for the Plastic Deformation of Metals). 
T. Lcffets and 03. Pedersen. In: Metallurgiske processer i dansk indu-
stri. Proceedings of Dansk Metallurgisk Selskabs Vintermøde, Sønder-
borg, 5-7 January 1987. (Dansk Metallurgisk Selskab, Copenhagen, 1987) 
195-205. 
Constitutive models for texture evolution, work hardening and elastic-plastic 
transition are discussed with special consideration of the rate of plastically hetero-
geneous deformation. 
Measurement of Internal Stresses by Neutron Diffraction Using a Position 
Sensitive Detector. 
T. Leffers, T. Lorentzen, D. Juul Jensen and J.K. Kjems. In: Residual 
Stresses in Science and Technology. Proceedings of the International Con-
ference on Residual Stresses, Gannisch-Partenkircben, 15-17 October 1986. 
Edited by E. Macherauch and V. Hauk. (DGM Informationsgesellschaft, 
Oberursel, 1987) 143-150. 
77k« abstract appeared in the progress report for 1986. 
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Polycrystal Calculations with a 'Universal* Elastic-Plastic Model 
T . Leflen and O.B. Pedersen. In: Constitutive Relations and Their Phy-
sical Basis. Proceedings of the 8th Risø International Symposium on Me-
tallurgy and Materials Science, Risø, 7-11 September 1987. Edited by S.I. 
Andersen et al. (Risø National Laboratory, 1987) 401-408. 
An elastic-plastic model, which includes texture development and work harden-
ing of the individual grams is used in calculations on tensile deformation of fee. 
pofyerystals. The output is the stress-strain curve and the variation in M factor, 
stored energy and deformation heterogeneity with strain. 
Creep Behaviour of the Metal Matrix Composite Al 2124 with SiC Fibres. 
H. Lilholt and M. Taya. In: Proceedings of the ICCM6/ECCM2 Confer-
ence, London, 20-24 July 1987. Edited by F.L. Matthews et al. (Elsevier 
Applied Science, London, 1987) 2.234-2.244. 
The creep deformation of the metal matrix composite Al 2124 with SiC fibres is 
studied at 30VC The strain vs. time curves show three stages, with a fairly long 
stage I, a well-developed stage II and an extremely short stage III. The creep 
rates vs. applied stress demonstrate improvements in creep strength, but less than 
predicted by (simple) models far aligned fibre composites. The stress sensitivity of 
the creep rate is larger for the composite than for the matrix alloy; das is interpre-
ted to indicate possibly complex interactions between fibres and the precipitation 
process. 
Fremstilling af kompositmaterialer med metallisk matrix og keramiske fibre 
(Fabrication of Composite Materials with Metallic Matrix and Ceramic 
Fibres). 
H. Lilholt In: Metalhirgiske processer i dansk industri. Proceedings of 
Dansk Metallurgisk Selskabs Vintermøde, Sønderborg, 5-7 January 1987. 
(Dansk Metallurgisk Selskab, Copenhagen, 1987) 207-229. 
Fabrication methods for metal matrix composite materials were reviewed. Metal-
lurgical and chemical problems related to the process condition were discussed 
and processes were grouped according to the process conditions. 
Internal Stresses Measured by Neutron Diffraction in Metal Matrix Compo-
sites Exposed to Thermal Treatments. 
H. Lilholt and D . Juul Jensen. In: Composites Evaluation. Conference 
Proceedings TEQC 87, University of Surrey, 22-24 September 1987. Edited 
by J. Herriot. (Butterworths, Sevenoaks, 1987). 156-161. 
Internal stresses in inhomogeneous materials are of great importance for engineer-
ing properties. These internal stresses can be measured in bulk specimens by 
neutron diffraction penetrating centimeters into the material The technique is 
illustrated for a metal matrix composite of Al reinforced with SiC-fibres. The 
material it exposed to several thermal treatments and the internal strains are 
measured after various times of relaxation. A simple model for die internal 
strains, based on a stress balance, is include in the analysis of the experiments. 
The neutron diffraction technique has proved useful for these studies of internal 
strains. The kinetic studies indicate slow relaxation processes, and the existence of 
internal strains at all temperatures, ie. the relaxation is not complete. 
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Metalturgiske processer i dansk industri (Metallurgical Processes in the Dan-
ish Industry). 
H. Lilholt, P.H. Gundel and G. Skjelsager (editors). Proceedings of Dansk 
Metallurgisk Selskabs Vintermøde, Sønderborg, 5-7 January, 1987. (Dansk 
Metallurgisk Selskab, Copenhagen, 1987). 313 pp. 
Metallurgical processes, existing and potential methods, toere presented in 17 
Nye materialer - ny udvikling (New Materials - New Developments). 
H. Lilholt In: Fremtidens byer, boliger og byggeri. Proceedings from the 
meeting on die 40-years anniversary of SBI, Lyngby, 20 May 1987. Edited 
by J. Kristensen. (SBI, Hørsholm, 1987) 59-65. 
A brief presentation of composite materials, both on polymer and on cement basis, 
was given. Special reference was made to the building sector. 
Effect of Orientation on the High Temperature Fatigue of Copper Single 
Crystals. 
LX. Liaiecki and J.R. Weertman. In: Constitutive Relations and Their 
Physical Basis. Proceedings of the 8th Risø International Symposium on 
Metallurgy and Materials Science, Risø, 7-11 September 1987. Edited by 
S.I. Andersen et al. (Risø National Laboratory, 1987) 415-420. 
The effect of orientation on the elevated temperature fatigue of copper single 
crystals has been studied with crystals grown so that the stress is applied near one 
of the 3 double slip orientations. Reactions between dislocations on the primary 
and secondary slip systems in the 3 types of crystals lead to the production of 
sessile jogs, Lomer-CottreU lochs or cells formed by coplanar slip. These reaction 
roducts vary markedly in their response to increasing temperature. At 523 K, a 
plateau in the saturation stress for the [211] and [210J orientations is present at 
approximately 14 MPa. No plateau or TEM evidence of persistent slip band 
formation has been seen at 678 K. 
Nye plastbaserede kompositmaterialer (New Fibre Reinforced Polymer Ma-
terials). 
Aa. Lystrup, M. Wahlberg, J. Honoré and J. Ejlsted. Informationshæfte 
nr. 2, ISBN 87-7511-699-5, (TI-Tryk, Teknologisk Institut, 1986). 43 pp. 
A part of a Danish information campaign about new materials consists of a series 
of 4 booklets. The present is No. 2 about fibre reinforced polymer materials. A 
survey of materials, properties, and fabrication methods is given. 
Fission Gas Release Mechanisms Operating in Water Reactor Fuel in Power 
Transients. 
M. Mogensen, P. Knudsen and C.T. Walker. In: Improvements in Water 
Reactor Fuel Technology and Utilization. Proceedings of an international 
symposium, Stockholm, 15-19 September 1986. Edited by P.H. Kino, 
IAEA. STI/PUB/721 (IAEA, Vienna, 1987) 291-303. 
Local Xt concentrations in grains and grain boundary porosities toere obtained as 
a function of the relative radius on pellets of transient tested, high bumup BWR 
and PWR fuels. The technique used were X-ray fluorescence analysis and 
electron probe microanalysis (EPMA). The PWR fuel had a burnup of 3.4% 
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fissums of initial metal atoms (FIMA) (31GWdlt U) and was held for 28 kat a 
transient terminal level of 32 kW/m. The BWR fuel with 4.3% FIMA (39 
GW-dft U) too. held at a terminal level of 42 kWIm for 14 h. Considerable 
amounts of gas in the grain boundary porosities were found at certain radial 
positions, up to 40% of the Xe generated for the PWR and up to 20% for the 
BWR fuel The Xe distribution within single grains in the PWR fuel was 
measured by EPMA. On the basis of theu observations, die mechanisms of 
transient fission gas release from high burmpfiul are discussed It is shown that 
far both types the gas release is limited by the tunnel formation process and not by 
diffusion ofgas from the grain interior to the grain boundary. 
Kinetics of LiCl Film Formation on Anodes in SOCl2. 
M. Mogensen, Risø-M-2619 (Risø National Laboratory, 1987). 29 pp. 
The report summarizes the results of a study of Lid film fiynation on lithium 
anodes in thionyl chloride batteries. The film formation was monitored by ac 
impedance measurements in up to 4 years and the resulting morphology was 
studied by scanning electron microscopy. A film formation model capable of 
explaining the experimental results including observations which have puzzled 
workers through years is established. The new key-concept is that nucleation and 
growth is rate determining in the early stages of Li passivation. A summary of the 
experimental results obtained is given and an outline of future work is described. 
Methods of controlling the passivation rate are proposed. Reprints of 7 publica-
tions are included in the report 
Nucleation and Growth of LiQ Passivating Layen on Electrodes in Thionyl 
Chloride. 
M. Mogensen. In: Power Sources 11. Proceedings of the 15th International 
Power Sources Symposium, Brighton, 8-11 September 1986. Edited by L.J. 
Pearce. (International Power Sources Symposium Committee, Leather-
head, 1987) 455-462. 
The kinetics of LiCl layer formation on lithium and stainless steel electrodes were 
studied by means of ac-impedance. Li electrodes were followed from a few 
minutes to years of exposure in SOCl2 solutions of LB M LiAlCl4 and 1.2 M 
LiAlCl4+0.6 M SOjAlCl3. A stainless steel electrode was polarised 3.68 V to 
the fru potential of Li using a potentiostat in order to get the current as a function 
of time. Also the ac-impedance of this electrode was measured. The results 
indicate that the LiCl film growth on Li in the early stages is controlled by a 
nucleation and growth type of mechanism whereas the LiCl production (electronic 
conductivity) is the rate determining step after about 2 days. 
On the Rate Determining Step in Fission Gas Release From High Burn-Up 
Water Reactor Fuel During Power Transients. 
C.T. Walker and M. Mogensen, J. Nud. Mater. 149 (1987) 121-131. 
The radial distribution of gram boundary gas in a PWR and a BWR fuel is 
reported. The measurements were made using a new approach involving X-ray 
fluorescence analysis and electron probe microanalysis. In both fuels the concen-
tration of grain boundary gas was much higher than hitherto suspected. The gas 
was mainly contained in the bubble/pore structure. The factors that determined 
the fraction of gas released from the grains and the level of gas retention on the 
gram boundaries are identified and discussed. The variables involved are the 
local fuel stoichiometry, the amount of open porosity, the magnitude of the local 
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compressive hydrostatic stmt and tht interaction of metallic prtdpitatts with gas 
bubbles on the gram faces. It is concluded Out under transient conditions the 
interhnkage of gas bubbles on the grain faces and the subsequent formation of 
gram edge tunnels is the rate determining step for gas release; at least when high 
burn-up fuel is involved. 
Properties of LiCl Layers Formed on Lithium in Various SOQ2 Solutions. 
M. Mogensen, ] . Power Sources 20 (1987) 53-59. 
The growth rate of LiCl solid electrolyte layers on Li was studied in neutral and 
acid LiAlClfSOCl2 solutions over periods of years. For SOj-amtaining acid 
solutions, a small anodic load resulting from the coupling of lithium to stainless 
steel proved to be more important than the acidity. 
The ionic and electronic conductivities of the layers were derived from impe-
dance measurements and passivation rates, respectively. In neutral solutions, the 
Li* conductivity decreased with increase in the layer thickness; this effect mas 
not observed m acid SOz-contaming solutions. 
Factors influencing the growth rate of the LiCl layer are briefly analysed. It is 
concluded that increasing the ratio of ionic to electronic conductivity would be the 
most efficient way of improving the performance of the solid electrolyte. 
Metallurgy Department Progress Repon for the Period 1 January to 31 De-
cember 1986. 
A. Schrøder Pedersen and J.B. Bilde-Sørensen (editors). Risø-R-547 
(Risø National Laboratory, 1987) 96 pp. 
The activities of the Metallurgy Department at Risø during 1986 are described. 
The work is presented in four chapters: General Materials Research, Technology 
and Materials Development, Chemical and Electrochemical Energy Research 
and Development, and Fuel Elements. A survey is given of the Department's 
participation in international collaboration and of its activities within education 
and training. A list (with abstracts) of publications and lectures by the staff 
during 1986 is included 
The Effect of Cycling in Impure Hydrogen on the Hydrogen Capacity of 
Magnesium Powder. 
A. Schrøder Pedersen, B. Vigeholm, J. Kjøller and B. Larsen, Int. J. 
Hydrogen Energy 12 0987) 765-771. 
In a series of continuous cycling experiments magnesium powder with average 
particle diameter around 65 tun was exposed to hydrogen gases containing 
oxygen and nitrogen. The absorption and the desorption were measured over 
approx. 17 min each at a temperature of375°C with smatt variations caused by 
the heat of reaction. The hydrogen gases used were N57 (99.9997%), H2 + 
approx. 0.5% 02 and H2 + approx. 0.5% N* In pure hydrogen approx. 95% of 
me magnesium reacted within the absorption period to form MgH* When 0.5% 
02orN2wat added a prompt drop took place. When the Mg powder was exposed 
to 0.5% Ni from the start, the uptake of hydrogen gradually row to 35% over 50 
cycles. The sample exposed to 0.5% 02 suffered a permanent loss of approximate-
ly 20% of the initial capacity. The effect of 0.5% N2 was similar but lets 
pronounced. The temporary and permanent effects of the impurities are discussed. 
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The Fonnatron of Hydrides in Pure Magnesium Foib. 
A. Schrøder Pedersen, K. Jensen, B. Larsen and B. Vigeholm, J. Less-
Common Met. 131 (1987) 31-40. 
Formerly the hydriding of magnesium zoos considered to be a very ska, incom-
plete process. During dus batten years, however, it has been demonstrated that 
magnesium in the form of finely comminuted ponder (50 \un or less) noddy 
reacts with hydrogen to form the stoichiometric compound MgHz completdy. 
Attempts have been mode to describe theoretically dut formation of hydride in 
more or ten spherical magnesium parades. However, very few studies have been 
done on the hydriding of magnesium foils. In our study pure magnesium was 
rotted to fod ddchnesses down to 20 um. The foils were exposed to hydrogen w 
the pressure range 1-3 MPa and temperatures between 650 and 700 K The 
hydnde formation was followed by gravimetry and by microscopy. The effect of 
fod thichness on dm hydride formation is described and dut mechanism and 
hmencs of hydride formation are discussed It is concluded dut die chemical 
reaction between magnesium and hydrogen is the rate-limiting step for the growth 
of the nuclei and mat die transport processes are fast 
Composite Models and Mapping of Fatigue. 
OM. Pedersen. In: Constitutive Relations and Their Physical Basis. Pro-
ceedings of die 8th Risø International Symposium on Metallurgy and 
Materials Science, Risø, 7-11 September 1987. Edited by S.I. Andersen et al. 
(Risø National Laboratory, 1987) 471-478. 
Dislocation mechanisms of flow, structural change and cracking in simple histor-
ies of low-temperature cyclic and monotone deformation are reviewed briefly in 
die light of composite models. The range of control of each mechanism appears as 
a field in a fatigue diagram, a plot of plastic strain amplitude versus cycle 
number. An ideal set of constitutive equations would predict the pattern of fields 
in the fatigue diagram; but in most cases the field boundaries still remain empiri-
cal observations, unsupported by theory. 
Modelling of Plastic Heterogeneity in Deformation of Single-Phase Mater-
ials. 
03. Pedersen and T. Letters, In: Constitutive Relations and Their Phy-
sical Basis. Proceedings of the 8th Risø International Symposium on Me-
tallurgy and Materials Science, Risø, 7-11 September 1987. Edited by S.I. 
Andersen et al. (Risø National Laboratory, 1987) 147-172. 
Ideas for modelling the role of heterogeneity in low-temperature deformation of 
single-phase crystalline materials are discussed. The heterogeneity in isolated 
grams (single crystals) is discussed in terms of composite models. Worh hardening 
may be described with a two parameter model ti a coupling is introduced between 
thermal flow stress and structure evolution. The heterogeneity in aggregates of 
grams (pofyerystals) is discussed in terms of two bounds: the elastic-plastic Taylor 
model forms a lower bound for the heterogeneity, while the Sachs model with 
appropriate modifications forms an upper bound. The problem of the interdepen-
dence of die heterogeneous deformation of aggregates of grains and die woHt 
hardening cf individual grains remains open. 
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The Flow Stress of Copper. 
03. Pedtncn, Acta Metall. 35 0987) 2S67-2S8L 
The reverse mkroflow associated with the Bauschinger effect in copper strained 
into stage II is characterised experimentally and anafyzed in terms of obstacle-
controlled flow and established composite theory. The results are discussed in the 
light of observations by electron microscopy, deformation calorimetry and X-ray 
diffraction. It is suggested that the overall flow resistance arises from an interplay 
of too modes of obstacle controlled glide, none of which dominate the flow stress. 
One mode occurs inside regions of high local dislocation density (inclusions) 
where individual forest dislocations oppose glide on the primary shp system. The 
second mode is bowing of dislocations between the inclusions. 
The Effect of Different Internal Surfaces in Composite Lithium Electrolytes. 
F.W. Poulsen, J. Power Sources 20 0987) 317-325. 
A linear increase in the conductivity of Lil-alumina composite electrolytes with 
increasing specific surface area (2.4-260 m2 g~l) of the alumina is demonstrated. 
Part of the enhanced conductivity is probably due to normal doping of the Lil by 
the alumina. Replacing 25% of the LU by LiBr does not change the conductivity. 
Replacing part of the Lil by U3N has a detrimental effect 
Diffusion Mechanisms for Enhanced Vacancy Accumulation Near Planar 
Sinks. 
A.J.E. Foreman, B.N. Singh and A. Horsewell, Materials Science Forum 
15-18(1987)895-900. 
Both the nucleation and growth of cavities are appreciably enhanced in a relative-
ly wide (of the order of 20 cavity spacings) band near planar sinks, e.g. grain 
boundaries. The vacancy accumulation peaks at a distance of about 10 cavity 
spacings from the boundaries. We speculate here on the nature of the cavity 
enhancement arising from various modes of interstitial transport. We consider the 
conventional thru-dimensional and the anisotropic diffusion of ' sdf-interstitials, 
and dynamic transport of atoms into boundaries by replacement sequences or long 
range channelling. Predictions of these calculations are compared with experi-
mental results. 
Helium Flux to Grain Boundaries During Irradiation. 
A.J.E. Foreman and B.N. Singh, J. Nucl. Mater. 149 0987) 266-268. 
A comparison is made between the measured and calculated values for the helium 
flux to grain boundaries. There is good agreement between the measured and 
calculated accumulation of helium on grain boundaries for a range of materials, 
helium production rates and irradiation conditions. It is concluded that the 
helium flux to grain boundaries can be reliably calculated provided the cavity 
sink strength within the grains is known. 
Implications of the Variation in Microstructure Caused by Changes in Heli-
um Generation Rate and Other Irradiation Parameters. 
BM. Singh and T. Leflcrs, Radiation Effects 101 (1987) 73-90. 
The efft t of changes in helium generation rate on void and bubble nucleation, 
growth and distribution observed mainly in high-purity aluminium are tummari-
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ned. It is shown that at a given irradiation temperature, the cavity microstructure 
may be composed of voids only, voids and bubbles or bubbles only, depending on 
hehum generation rate. The accumulation of helium (generated during irradia-
tion) on grain boundaries is considered; the helium generation rate is jound to 
control the flux of helium to grain boundaries and therefore may also determine 
die rupture lifetime. The influence of materials variables on the flux to the 
boundaries is also considered Changes in recoil energy and/or damage rate may 
have strong influence on precipitation and precipitate stability - and hence on 
hehum flux to grain boundaries and mechanical properties. The implications of 
the effects of changes in irradiation parameters and materials variables are discus-
sed. 
Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Medium Energy (600-800 MeV) 
Proton Irradiated Commercial Aluminium Alloys. 
W. Lohmann, A. Ribbons, W.F. Sommer and B.N. Singh, Radiation 
Effects 101 (1987) 283-299. 
Commercial AlMg- and AlMgSi-alloys were irradiated with medium energy 
(600-800 MeV) protons to a nominal fluence of 3.2 x 1024 pirn2 which yields by 
calculation a displacement damage of 0.2 dpa and helium and hydrogen gener-
ation of 67 and 275 appm, respectively. Post-irradiation tensile usling revealed a 
very marked degree of irradiation-induced softening in the cold-worked AlMg-
alloy as well as in the precipitation-hardened AlMgSi-alloy. The TEM examina-
tion of the irradiated specimens showed that neither the cold-work microstructure 
in the AlMg-aUoy nor the GJ*. gone type precipitates in the AlMgSi-aUoy 
survive under the irradiation conditions used in the present experiment. Results of 
complimentary investigations (Le., hardness measurements, optical microrcopy 
and SEM-fractography) are also presented. 
The Relations Between Mechanical Properties and Microstructure Under 
Fusion Irradiation Conditions. 
BJf. Singh, T. LefTers, M. Victoria and W.V. Green (Guest Editors), 
Radiation Effects 101 (1987) 1-304. 
The radiation conditions for the materials in a fusion reactor will differ signific-
antty from those in a fission reactor in a number of ways. The effect of these 
irradiation conditions (e.g., high production rate of gaseous and solid impurities, 
modified cascade structure) on microstructural evolution and mechanical proper-
ties was the theme of the present workshop. Special consideration was given to the 
effect of the high helium production rate. As background for the fusion-specific 
papers the workshop also included some more general papers on radiation effects 
on microstructure and mechanical properties. 
In hindsight we must admit that the title of the workshop The Relation 
between Mechanical Properties and Microstructure under Fusion Irradiation 
Conditions'' was rather ambitious. The investigations of irradiation effects under 
fusion conditions are still at a rather early stage, and the number of experimental 
investigations of the relation between mechanical properties and microstructure is 
indeed limited. "Mechanical properties and Microstructures..." might have been 
a more appropriate title. 
The present workshop was the follow-up of a workshop on "Evaluation of 
Simulation Techniques for Radiation Damage in the Bulk of Fusion First Wall 
Materials" held at Interlaken in 1983 [ovetviewed in Radiation Effects 83 
(1984) If. The problem of simulation of fusion irradiation conditions is so 
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fimdmiuiiudActtiitimudimt also to béonåoftktm^ turn rf^woriédtop. 
In th* present proceedings die papers appear in the order in which they were 
presented at the workshop. The workshop finished with a general discussion 
which is summarized for the proceedings by John BrimhaU and Helmut Trink-
Progress in the Thermal Analysis of Oxides and Refractories. 
O. Toft Sørensen, Thermochim. Acta 110 (1987) 449-51. 
Selected papers dealing with catalysts, electrode materials, solid electrolytes and 
non-stoickiometric oxides are reviewed and discussed. 
Report on the Workshop: Thermal Characterization of Non-Stoichiometric 
Oxides and Similar Compounds and Their Application in Energy Storage 
and Conversion. 
O. Toft Sørensen and D. Jakes, Thermochim. Acta 110 0987) 395-405. 
Report of a workshop arranged in connection with 8th International Conference 
on Thermal Analysis, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia 19-23 August 198S. 
Hydride Formation Mechanisms in Nearly Spherical Magnesium Powder 
Particles. 
B. Vigeholm, K. Jensen, B. Larsen and A. Schrøder Pedersen, J. Less-
Common Met. 131 (1987) 133-141. 
Experiments on a large number of magnesium powders varying in particle size, 
morphology, purity and surface oxidation have shown that most of these para-
meters influence die kinetics of the hydride formation. Although no single step in 
the reaction will in general be rate determining we have in a previous investiga-
tion been able to assign a nucleation and growth model to the initial hydriding of 
an atomized powder. This powder of nearly spherical particles (d ~ 90 tun) with 
a thin oxide coating has also been used in this investigation of the nucleation and 
growth mechanisms. It is found that the nucleation is rate determining in the 
initial hydriding only and that the growth takes place entirety by interface 
migration of hydrogen from the particle surface. The pressure-nucleation relation 
and impurity effects on the ultimate degree of reaction are discussed. 
Energy Storage Applications of Magnesium. 
B. Vigeholm. In: Magnesium Technology. Proceedings of a conference, 
London, 3-4 November 1986. Book 396,1987, The Institute of Metals (The 
Institute of Metals, London, 1987) 97-102. 
This paper outlines the concept of energy storage in metal hydride with emphasis 
on the magnesium/magnesium hydride system. An attempt is made to survey the 
magnesium and magnesium alloy hydride application as it may be inferred from 
operating, planned and intended programmes mainly involving other hydrides. 
The overview includes hydrogen storage, heat storage, heat pumps, hydrogen 
recovery and refining. 
Flydning i limfuger samt udformning af zoner med konstante elastiske for-
skydningsspxndinger (Yields in Adhesive Joints and Design of Zones with 
Constant Elastic Shear Stresses. 
G. Waagepctemn, Risø-M-2643 (Risø National Laboratory, 1987) 39 pp. 
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A MMM is given which baud on a simple elastic-plastic moid shows du 
distribution of shear stresses m the adhesive and goes a total picture of the 
development of die length cf die yieU tones and duw strain as a fu^ 
Methods are given for du design of adhesive joints xoith constant elastic shear 
stresses in the ends of the adhesive or throughout the whole length of At adhesive, 
obtained by varying the thickness of die adherends or of the adhesive or a 
combination of both The characteristic yield properties of such designs are being 
determined. Internal stresses after yield and unloading arc determined, and 
modified stress-distribution for new load is found. The constant elastic shear stress 
tones can be designed taking all relevant factors into consideration including 
various temperature stresses, bending moments in die adherends etc Thereby 
tones voim constant stresses will be general usable also for single lap joints. 
The Evaluation of Internal Stresses in a Short Fibre Metal Matrix Composite 
by Neutron Diffraction. 
PJ . Withers, D. Juul Jensen, HL Lilholt and W.M. Stobbs. In: Proceed-
ings of the ICCM6/ECCM2 Conference, London, 20-24 July 1987. Edited 
by F.L. Matthews et al. (Elsevier Applied Science, London, 1987) 2.255-
2.264. 
The use of neutron diffraction is described for du evaluation of the mean matrix 
and fibre strains in a short fibre metal matrix composite as a function of its 
durmal history. The data obtained are analysed in terms of a developed Eshdby 
based model for du stresses generated as a result of the differed durmal expansion 
coefficients and compliances of the two phases. The results are discussed in terms 
of die partial diffusional relaxation which can occur as a function of temperature. 
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2. Lectures 
De nye højtemperatur stiperiedcre. (The New High Temperature Supercon-
ductors). 
N. Ifcaacl Andersen, presented to Danmarks Naturvidenskabelige Sam-
rand, Danmarks Tekniske Højskole, 3 December 1987. 
De nye superledere. (The New Superconductors). 
N. Beånd Andersen, presented to Folkeuniversitetet i Roskilde« 2 No-
vember 1987. 
De nye superledere - nye materialer med revolutionerende egenskaber. (The 
New Superconductors • New Materials with Revolutionizing Properties) 
N. Heasel Andersen, presented at Roskilde Efterskole, S November 1987. 
Hajtemperatur superledere - deres egenskaber og mulige anvendelser. (High 
Temperature Superconductors - Their Properties and Possibk Applications). 
N. Henset Andersen, presented at Den Kongebge Veterimer- og Landbo-
højskole, 12 November 1987. 
Materialeforskning til hnendsehccller baseret pi Otionledende faststofélek-
trolytter. (Materials Research for Fuel GeDs Based on Oxide Ion Conducting 
Solid Electrolytes). 
N. Heaael Andersen, presented to Elektro-Keniisk Forening, Danmarks 
Tekniske Højskole, 30 April 1987. 
Superconducting Ceramics. 
N. Heaael Andersen, presented at a conference and exhibition on techni-
cal ceramics, Danmarks Tekniske Højskole, 25 September 1987. 
Superledning i keramiske materialer. (Superconductivity in Ceramic Mater-
ials). 
N. Hessel Andersen, presented to Dansk Metalrargisk Selskab, Danmarks 
Tekniske Højskole, 8 December 1987. 
Effect of Ply Configuration and Specimen Geometry for Angle-Ply Carbon 
Fibre Reinforced Plastics. 
SJ. Andersen, presented at the European Symposium on Damage Deve-
lopment and Failure Processes in Composite Materials, Leuven, Belgium, 
4-6 May 1987. 
The boundary layer zones m rectangular angle pfy specimens are modelled by 
PtPsVtST VMsVØM^ JwPwWOW wOwwrwQJvwO PSrvrWwSwHVV* Æ^wOMrftwrwt mr9Jf wMOwXoww flØrUaV ' I V v f r F I Ø f f f WmjØØrSW 
an mated, and tr it mourn that boat the width and the strata in the boundary 
layer mum » depend** of the fibre angle and ofthe stocking sequence. Good 
cotreUmon with experimental results are shown at moderate fibre anglet, ue. 
anglet lest Aon approximately W. For higher fibn angles, non-lmearity seems to 
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. n 
hfmtm Jmrngfmngi 
ét Fiactiiic Mechanics Rented Wont in PiugMJt at Rins National 
SX Andersen, presented at the ISA Plenary Meeting of EGF Task Groop 
No. 1: Eksto FlaKic Fxactare Mcchanka Work, Rim National Laboratory, 
29-30 October 191?. 
Æ ' - m^i^t " " *- - - * ^mJ -' *-• " - . 
l» M n TW&WW tf MCMgmHW MM flRIMMV tfJIWOMn I 
Jti* u ØM*. AM* ikmttifl werk (stmcmml 
BmndsdaceUcr og iltaenaorer baaeret pi keramik. (Foil Cdb and Osygcn 
i Baaed on Ceramics). 
JJ. Bentsen, picaentcd at Damk Forening for Materialografi's Novcmber-
aennnar, Kolding, 19-21 November 1917. 
tf ctxy/tH MR cnMHCMnj CSHHSIØ van ott Jmonit soncnw 
Ceria and Zirconia Baaed Oirgea Conducting Ceiamics: Preparation, Char-
actcrijation and Application. 
JJ. lentatn and O. Tail Snwnein, preanted at the conference Ceramic 
Materials 17, Chalmen Tekniske H#j*ole,G6tebofi, 2-3 Jun« 1917. 
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Doped eeria and zircmia ceramics are important oxygen ion conductors for 
application in fuel cells, sensors and electrofysers. Ceria and zirconia based 
oxygen ton conductors doped with gadolinia, europia and/or yttria prepared in 
different ways including homogeneous precipitation and hydrothermal methods 
characterized by various methods such as a.c. impedance spectroscopy and SEM 
an discussed in this paper. 
Ionlederkeramik. (Oxygen Ion Conducting Ceramics). 
J J. Bentzen, presented at the conference Teknisk Keramik '87, Danmarks 
Tekniske Højskole 24-25 September 1987. 
Fundamentals of oxygen ion conducting ceramics with thefluorite structure were 
presented along with some examples of their application. 
Strukturanalyse med elektronmikroskopi. (Application of Electron Microsco-
py to Microstructural Analysis). 
JJlBilde-Sørensen, presented at Metallurgiafdelingens Industrimøde, 
Risø National Laboratory, 17 June 1987. 
A survey was given of the techniques that can be used in scanning and transmis-
sion electron microscopy with emphasis on the techniques that are most relevant to 
industrial customers. Techniques for elemental analysis (EDS and EELS) were 
included. Examples of the application of various techniques to actual problems 
were given. 
Fatigue Crack Growth Studies Based on Fracture Mechanics. 
P. Brøndsted, presented at the "European Group of Fracture"-Meeting, 
Risø National Laboratory, 29-30 October 1987. 
The behaviour of fatigue cracks can be described based on studies of the structural 
response on reverse straining of the material, the crack initiation, the short crack 
growth, the threshold range and the crack growth. 
Characteristic dislocation structures are build up in a metal when it is exposed 
to reverse straining. Due to extrusions and intrusions this will result in micro-
structural crack initiation at the surface. The initiated cracks will then behave as 
short cracks. Normally this crack growth will be impeded by the microstructures 
and this leads to definition of a threshold value in fatigue crack studies. At 
increasing stress intensities the crack will grow according to an exponential 
correlation between crack growth rates and stress intensities. 
In the talk this simplified modelling of fatigue behaviour is presented and 
methods for studying the different sups in the fatigue crack development are 
described based on ongoing work in the Metallurgy Department at Risø National 
Laboratory. 
Mechanical Testing of High Temperature Materials. 
P. Brøndsted and J.B. Bilde-Sørensen, presented at the NKA-Meeting on 
High Temperature Materials in Fossil Fired Plants, Risø National Labora-
tory, 25 November 1987. 
A description of the creep behaviour of metallic materials is given using the "8-
projection concept". This concept can be used for extrapolating short time creep 
test results to give reliable long time predictions. 
The traditional experimental techniques used in extrapolation are reviewed and 
actual results from tests performed at Rise are presented. Errors introduced 
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introduced during tests using small test specimens are discussed and comparisons 
between tests on X20CrMoV 12 and 14MoV 6 3-steeb are made to discuss 
influences from oxidation of test specimens at elevated temperature. Finally the 
facttitm for creep testing at Risø are shown. 
Defects in Molecular Crystals Studied by Position Annihilation. 
M. Eldrap, presented to the Department of Physics, University of Jyvisky-
l i , Finland, 13 November 1987. 
Positronium PS a Probe of Molecular Environment. 
At. Ehbnp, presented at the International Symposium on Positron Anni-
hilation Studies of Fluids, Fort Worth, Texas, 8-12 June 1987. 
In many condensed molecular substances a certain fraction of injected positrons 
will farm positronium (Ps). The Ps wavefunction may be strongly influenced by 
the surrounding medium and the Ps state is therefore sometime referred to as 
quasi-Ps (as opposed to Ps in vacuum). Once formed, Ps may react chemkalfy 
with surrounding impurity molecules (Ps quenching). Surrounded by non-reac-
ting molecules the main interaction will be repulsive exchange interaction between 
the Ps electron and molecular electrons. These electrons will also to some extent 
screen the Ps positron from its electron. Because of the repulsion between Ps and 
die surrounding molecules, Ps may become localized in cavities, either pre-exist-
ing or induced by the presence of the Ps atom. Examples of die latter are Ps 
bubbles in liquids. The present talk will mainly concentrate on Ps interactions in 
molecular solids. 
In crystals with low defect concentration (ppm or less) Ps is ma delocalized 
Bloch state as has been demonstrated experimentally in a few cases by dte 
presence of narrow p-Ps peaks in angular correlation curves. Localisation ofPs 
into molecular vacancies and clusters of these are observed for concentrations 
above dte ppm level The o-Ps lifetime depends on the size of dte free volume in 
du defect and die quantitative correlation between these two parameters has been 
established experimentally for "spherical'' and recently also for elongated mole-
cules. Using Psasa probe for vacancies du formation energy of these defects has 
been determined for several crystals. 
In most molecular crystals Pt it only observed in localized states, probably 
because of an inherently high defect concentration. Still die Ps state has been 
found to be influenced by impurity molecules and temperature. Experimentally 
du correlation between o-Ps lifetime and molecular packing density has been 
obtained and du influence of molecular shape has been studied. Also die effect of 
du size of impurity molecules on du measured annihilation characteristics has 
been established. 
In the talk the above mentioned topics will be critically discussed. Emphasis 
will be put on open questions and possible future research. 
Positronium In Solids and Molecular Crystals. 
M. Eldrup, presented at Spanish School of Positron Annihilation Spectro-
scopy in Materials Science, San Lorenzo de El Escorial, Spain, 1-6 Septem-
ber 1987. 
The characteristics of positronium a /id its behaviour in molecular crystals are 
briefly discussed. Results from the litt-nture are presented for a number of crystals 
and du possibility to study defect properties it illustrated by examples. 
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Ultrasonic Enmination of Ceramics and Composites for Porosities in an 
Automatic Scanning System. 
R E . Gundtoft, presented at the 4th European Conference on Non-De-
structive Testing, London, 13-17 September 1987. 
Using a very precis« scanning sysum and computet evaluation, toe cam get 
quantitative results from automatic ultrasonic examination. In Ms paper two 
t^tfffplff dealing with mwnttalHc materials art presented. 
In a ceramic plate (>I inch duck) small spherical porosities (down to OJ mm) 
would harm the final product. Several artificial defects made in the plate toere 
used far calibration and optimisation of the technique. Areas with natural defects 
were viewed with a microscope. Good agreement with dm predicted values from 
the ultrasonic examination was found. From the NDT-examination dm exact 
position of 'a porosity is hnown in all 3 coordinates (x,y, and a). The sue of dm 
defect can oho be measured. A single porosity with a diameter of OJ mm can be 
detected. 
Carbon-reinforced composites were examined. 8 prepregr were stacked and 
hardened in an autoclave to form a sheet (1 mm dock). Air trapped in dm material 
resulted in porosities in the final product A doubU trough-transmission-scanning 
technique was used for dm examination. The porosity percentages were deter-
mined by dm NDT-technique, and agreement with destructwefy determined 
values on samples from dm same sheet was found. 
Microstructures, Textures and Mechanical Properties After Large Strains. 
N. Hansen and T. Leffers, presented at the Europhysics Study Confer-
ence on Mechanisms and Mechanics of Plasticity, Aussois, France, 1-10 
April 1987. To appear in Revue de Physique Appliquee. 
Mkrostructure, texture and mechanical properties of pofycrystattine materials 
after medium and large strains are reviewed. The existing deformation models are 
discussed on dm basis of dm evidence presented, and mechanical properties and 
mkrostructure are correlated. Finally anisotropy and constitutive relations are 
discussed briefly. 
Research Evaluation - Truth or Trickery. 
N. Hansen, presented to Senior Advisers to ECE Governments on Science 
and Technology, Helsinki, 22-26 June 1987. 
The principles of research evaluation are discussed with special reference to dm 
author's own experience as a reviewer and as dm one being reviewed. 
Texture and Microstructure Development During Grain Growth in Copper. 
E.M. Grant, N. Hansen, D. Juul Jensen, B. Ralph and M. Stobbs, presen-
ted at the International Conference on Texture of Materials, Santa Fe, 
USA, 20-25 September 1987. Proceedings to be published. 
Grain growth in copper has been investigated by texture measurements and 
mierostructural observations. Neutron diffraction techniques have been used to 
study bulk texture changes during grain growth and backscattered selected area 
channelling patterns have been used to obtain information about local texture 
changes. The microstructural development during grain growth has been studied 
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The observed texture changes are 
related to the change in the grain rite distribution, which it discussed on dm basis 
of the local texture measurements. Also the grain growth characteristics are 
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considered on bom of Ae TEM observations of Ae microstructural development 
aurvtg gran growth. 
Atomic Collisions, Defect Diffusion and Defect Accumulation in Irradiated 
Materials. 
A. Horsevell, presented at a seminar at the Department of Physics, Ecole 
Poh/technique Federale de Lausanne, Switzerland, 9 February 1987. 
Irradiation of meads vriA energetk paitkles (fast neutrons, Ugh energy electrons, 
hi/ft armt) protons, ions) results in direct atomic displacement producing Frtnkel 
defect pairs (vacancies and interstitials). 
Conventionally, At created vacancies and interstitials art treated as diffusing 
randomly. The separation of vacancies and interstitial defects and continued 
clustering to produce voids and dislocation loops is seen as a consequence of a 
shght bias of At dislocations for interstitials. 
Section microscopy of fast neutron and Ugh energy proton irradiated putt 
aluminium and copper shoos void microstructures which cannot be interpreted 
tnorety wiAin Ais framework. Large scale inhomogeneities and enhanced void 
gnnvA near grain boundaries art observed over several microns: void hyperiat-
tices in aluminium have a lattice parameter of ISO nm. These results are interpre-
ted wiA referenu to long-range dynamk nansport of interstitial 
to atomic collision processes following Ae initial atomic displacement events. 
The Application of Transmission Electron Microscopy Techniques in Mater-
ials Research in Denmark. 
A. Horsewell and J3. Bildc-Sørensen, presented to the Danish Society 
for Materials Testing, Lyngby, 16 September 1987. 
Denmarks TEM capabilities were reviewed. Recent research at Rise Metallurgy 
Department was used to illustrate Ae strtngA of combining microstructural 
information, microdiffraction and microchemical information, which can be ob-
tained from "new-generation''analytical electron microscopes. 
Effect of Metallurgical Parameters on the Textural Development in FCC 
Metals and Alloys. 
D. Juul Jensen, N. Hansen and F.J. Humphreys, presented at the 8th 
International Conference on Textures of Materials, Santa Fe, USA, 20-25 
September 1987. Proceedings to be published. 
The textural development during cold deformation and rtcrystallization is strong-
ly related to metallurgical parameters such as initial grain site and size and 
volume fraction of second phase particles. Such relationships are described wiA 
reference to Ae microstructural changes for medium and high stacking fault 
energy fee metals. 
Deformation textures depend strongly on Ae deformation mode and Ae degree 
of deformation. The present paper is mainly concerned wiA deformation by 
rolling to strains in the range 0.2-3.0. The textural development is discussed on 
the basis of microstructural observations and is compared wiA predictions based 
on different deformation models. In general the effect of varying Ae initial grain 
size or introducing second phase particles is to change Ae strengA of At deforma-
tion texture and Ais finding is related to effects of the metallurgical parameters on 
the deformation pattern. 
Rtcrystallization textures depend on the mechanisms for nucleation and 
growth. The formation of recrystallization textures (e.g. the cube texture) in pure 
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metals is not mimed wkmas the behaviour cfparticU containtng materials is 
•aCtuSH tn aetau oasea an racciw <ip<fiwmua< tMwwnøiB. rawameten ut Har 
apmmotlx toav dW miam/hunM of large (XU-1 \m) and small particles (< 
OJ\an). The observed mtutal changes an related to the formation 
recrystaltizatim nuclei and the relationships between die development in texture 
and microstructure an discussed. 
Local Features Related to Fission Gas Release in Transient-Tested High-
Burnup Fuel. 
P. Knudsen, presented at Seminar on High-Burnup Fuel Performance 
Topics, Frederiksstad, Norway, 12-15 May 1987. 
High-bum UOj-Zr fuels toere submitted to power transients and examined by a 
series of special hot cell techniques, including: x-ray fluorescence analysis, elec-
tron probe micro analysis, optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and 
x-ray diffraction. This provided detailed, local data on: grain boundary gas 
distribution, porosity distribution and morphology, and fuel sit
 : nomeay; eva-
luation of these data show that die rate-determining step for fission gas release m 
these fuels is inurhnkage of gas bubbles on die grain faces and die formation of 
grain edge tunnels. 
Early-Stage Differences Between the Copper-Type and the Brass-Type Tex-
ture. 
T. Leflen, D. Juul Jensen and B. Major, presented at the 8th Internation-
al Conference on Textures of Materials, Santa Fe, USA, 20-25 September 
1987. Proceedings to be published. 
It is demonstrated that the development of the copper-type and ike brass type 
textures (represented by pure copper and brass toith 1S% sine) are different from 
the very early stage and that the difference is not due to the initial 
basis of das observation (supplemented by TEM observations) it is argued that, at 
present, there appears to be no alternative to the Sachs model far describing the 
development of die brass-type texture. 
Fast Texture Measurements by Neutron Diffraction Using a Position Sensi-
tive Detector. 
T. Leffers and D. Juul Jensen, presented to Deutsche GeseUschaft fur 
Metallkunde, GKSS Fonchungszentnim, Geesthacht, 26 June 1987. To 
appear in a GKSS report 
The general advantages of neutron diffraction for texture measurement and the 
special advantages in the Risø set-up are described together toith various results 
obtained. 
Various Effects of Grain Size on FCC Rolling Textures. 
T. Leffers, D . Juul Jensen and N. Hansen, presented at the 8th Interna-
tional Conference on Texture of Materials, Santa Fe, USA, 20-25 Septem-
ber 1987. Proceedings to be published. 
In the literature there are various references to grain-site effects on the develop-
ment of deformation texture. The couept of such an effect is alien to most 
standard models for texture formation, which means that, apart from the possible 
practical importance, the effect has interesting theoretical implications. 
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In the present worn we perform a cnttcal examination of tne reportea cases tf 
gram-sm effects <m the development of rotting textures in fxx. materials, all 
referring to differences tn texture development between coarse-gratned materials 
and "^urmol* ftm-gromed mauriah. Special emphasis is gwen to me question 
whether me apparent gratn-stee effect may actually be ar. effect of me difference 
in initial texture which normalfy accompanies a difference m grain sue. 
Fiberforstærkede plastmaterialer. (Fibre Reinforced Plastics). 
H. Lilholt and Aa. Lystrup, presented at a symposium at Center for 
Konstruktion og Udvikling, Risø National Laboratory, 26 February 1987. 
A survey of materials, mechanisms, properties, fabrication methods, and appbea-
tkms was given, with special emphasis on continuous fibre composites. 
Kompositmaterialer. (Composite Materials). 
H. Lflhoh, presented at the meeting Danmark i Materialealderen, Dansk 
Ingeniør Forening, Copenhagen, 31 August - 2 September 1987. 
A brief presentation was gwen of composite materials and the organisation of the 
work on national and international level. 
Kompositmaterialer. (Composite Materials). 
H. Lilholt, presented at Horsens Teknikum, Horsens, 4 November 1987. 
A presentation was gwen of fibres, matrices and composite materials with special 
emphasis on mechanical behaviour. 
Kompositmaterialer - lette materialer med skræddersyede egenskaber. (Com-
posite Materials - Light Materials with Tailormade Properties). 
H. Lilholt, presented at Århus Teknikum, Århus, 18 November 1987. 
A presentation was gwen of fibres, matrices ond composite materials, with special 
emphasis on mechanical behaviour. 
Metalkompositter. (Metal Matrix Composites). 
H. Lilhoh, presented at Statens Teknologiske Institun, Fornebu, Norway, 
18 June 1987. 
A brief presentation of properties and fabrication of metal matrix composites was 
gwen. 
Organisation of Composites in Scandinavia. 
H. Lilholt, presented to European Composite Forum, Cambridge, 8-11 July 
1987. 
A brief presentation was gwen of the worn and programmes on composite mater-
ials, primarily in Denmark. 
Performance of Metal Matrix Composites. 
H. Lilholt, presented at Composite Materials Technology Course, Uni-
versity of Surrey, England, 13-17 July 1987. 
A presentation was given of the performance during long term loading of metal 
matrix composite materials; emphasis was placed on creep properties. 
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Report on the Twinning Material Carbon Fibre (IM6) Reinforced Epoxy 
(6376). 
H. Lilholt and co-authors, presented at 1st Leuven Symposium, Leuven, 
Belgium, 4-6 May 1987. 
A review and discussion was given OH the Clepoxy material which taos ustd by 
five laboratories in studies on the effect on damage in composite laminates under 
suae and fatigue loadings. A comparison of test methods and results was given. 
Udmattelsesegenskaber af glasfiberforstsrket polyester. (Fatigue Behaviour 
of Glass Fibre Reinforced Polyester). 
H. Lilholt, presented to Polymerteknisk Selskab (Dansk Ingeniør Fore-
ning), Copenhagen, 24 November 1987. 
The use ofglassfibre reinforced polyester as a material far wingblades on wind 
turbines requires information on the long term fatigue properoes. The materials 
data and research was renewed. 
Utmatningsprøver på vindmøllevinger. (Fatigue Testing of Wind Turbine 
Blades). 
HXilhoh, presented at a meeting at Statens Teknologiske Institutt, For-
nebu, Norway, 18 June 1987. 
A brief presentation was ginen of fatigue properties ofglassfibre reinforced polyes-
ter and of fatigue testing of wingblades. 
Måling af indre spændinger med neutrondifiraktion. (Measurement of Inter-
nal Stresses by Neutron Diffraction). 
T. Lorentzen, presented at the meeting Eksperimentel Mekanikdag, Aal-
borg Universitetscenter, 1 December 1987. 
Stress states caused by external loadings can in principal be determined analytic-
ally or they can be calculated numerically. However residual stresses produced 
during fabrication can exist and are often neglected because they can only be 
calculated in very rare cases, and because measurements are often difficult and 
time consuming. Often these stresses are caused by thermal loadings or by plastic 
deformation, and it can be of great importance to know these stresses in order to 
determine the absolute stress level 
A relatively new non-destructive method for experimental determination of 
these types of stresses, is stress determination by neutron diffraction, and the 
equipment needed for applying this method has now been implemented at Risø 
through a three year FTU grant. The oral presentation will describe the techni-
que, as well as the principal problems inherent The equipment, now installed at 
the Risø neutron radiation facility - DR3, will be described, examples are given 
on the use of this method, and test measurements will be shown. 
Fabrikation af polymerbaserede kompositmaterialer. (Fabrication of Fibre 
Composites with Polymer Matrix). 
Aa. Lystrup, presented to Polymerteknisk Selskab (Dansk Ingeniør Fore-
ning), Copenhagen, 24 November 1987. 
A survey of fabrication methods for fibre reinforced polymer materials was given. 
Special emphasis was put on the use of different matrix materials, and both 
thermosets and thermoplastics were covered. 
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Fiberkompositter. (Fibie Composites). 
Aa. Lystrup, presented at the meeting Danmark i Materialealderen, Dansk 
Ingeniør Forening, Copenhagen, 31 August - 2 September 1987. 
A survey ofntatenais, NMCMMSMIS^  pmpttttes, JWHHIWI ncmMs, M apphta 
tians was enen. ntith ttieriel emthnrit trn runtinuem flkrt rmtftnitei 
Fremstilling af kompositmaterialer. (Manufacturing of Composite Materials). 
Aa. Lystrap, presented at Horsens Teknikum, Horsens, U November 1987 
and at the meeting Metallurgiafdelingens Industridag, Risø National La-
boratory, 17 June 1987. 
Different manufacturing ttchniaues fin fibre composites mnv reviewed. Mere 
jttailtd information ahorn fabrication of advanced fibre composite mnUriah by 
computer umtroOed filament vnnduig and auiocuwe curing were presented. 
Kompositmaterialer. (Composite Materials). 
Aa. Lystrup, presented at Institut for Produktion, Aalborg Universitets-
center, Aalborg, 17 November 1987. 
A survey of matenals, mechanisms, proptrtu^ fabrication mtthodi, and applica-
tions was given, tuiln special emphasis on continuous fibtt composites. 
Kompositmaterialer. (Composite Materials). 
Aa. Lystrup, presented to Teknologisk Informationscenter Roskilde Amt; 
Greve Badehotel, Denmark, 10 September 1987. 
A survey of materials, properties, fabrication methods and applications was 
presented. The state-of-the-art and the perspectives within the Danish industry 
wen discussed. 
Kompositmaterialer. Nye egenskaber og nye anvendelser. (Composite Mater-
ials. New Properties and New Applications). 
Aa. Lystrup, presented at Århus Teknikum, Århus, 18 November 1987. 
A survey of materials, mechanisms, properties, fabrication methods, and applica-
tions was given, with special emphasis on continuous fibre composites. 
Plastbaserede kompositmaterialer. (Polymer Composite Materials). 
Aa. Lystrup, presented to Militærteknisk Forening (Dansk Ingeniør Fore-
ning), Copenhagen, 21 May 1987. 
A survey of advanced composite materials and their military applications was 
given. 
Preparation af fiberkompositter for mikroskopisk undersøgelse. (Preparation 
of Fibre Composites for Microscopic Examination). 
C Mikkelsen, presented at Dansk Forening for Materialografis Jubi-
lanimsseminar, Kolding, 20 November 1987. 
Batterier, (Batteries). 
M. Mogensen, presented at a meeting arranged by Procesteknisk Selskab 
(Ingeniør-Sammenslutningen), Copenhagen, 28 April 1987. 
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7** current suet of batteries and fuel cell for traction purposes wen reviewed. 
Bom udmkal and economical aspects were covered. 
Brændselsceller. (Fuel Cells). 
M. Mogensen, presented to Ungdommens Naturvidenskabelige Forening, 
Copenhagen, 1 October 1987. 
The principles of the different types of fuel cells wen outlined. The current sums 
of At different FC-technologies were explained together with tiu advantages of 
dut d^trent systems suck as phosphoric acid fuel cells, mohen carbonate fuel ceQs 
and solid oxide fuel cells. Some possible impacts of fuel cells on society in the 
future were presented. 
Brændselsceller i fremtidens energiforsyning, teknologiske og økonomiske 
aspekter, mulige planer for Risø's indsats. (Fuel Cells in Future Electricity 
Production, Technical and Economical Aspects, Possible Activities to be 
Undertaken at Risø). 
M. Mogensen, presented to FJsam engineers, Skcrbck, 16 June 1987. 
The basic principles offuel cell power plants wen presented, and examples cfIke 
state of the art" of fuel cell technology wen shown. Also some economics of fuel 
cell plants wen given. Finally a possible fuel cell research cooperation between 
Rise and the power producing companies was sketched. 
Kimdannebe og vækst af LiQ pS Li i SOQ2. (Nudeation and Growth of 
LiClonLiinSOClz). 
M. Mogensen, presented to EFP-programme participants, Odense Uni-
versitet, 19 March 1987. 
The most essential experimental results of the last 3 yean study of Li passivation 
in SOQ2 solutions wen presented. A passivation model was outlined and mea-
sures of controtting the Li passivation were given. 
Mechanisms of Lithium Passivation in Liquid Cathods. 
M. Mogensen, presented at Duracell Research Centre, Needham, Massa-
chusetts, 7 October 1987. 
Mechanisms of formation of Li in SOClj, SOfil^ SOj and LiAlCl4-3S02 
solution wen discussed. Special emphasis was put on the possible means of 
controlling the homogeneity and thickness of the solid electrolyte layers formed, 
and how this could improve the battery performance and cyclabUity. 
Passivation of Lithium in SOCl2, S0 2 d 2 and SO,. 
M. Mogensen, presented at the 172nd Meeting of the Electrochemical 
Society, Honolulu, 18-23 October 1987. Proceedings to be published. 
The passivation of Li electrodes in liquid cathodes has been studied by ac impe-
dance and SEM during exposure times up to fout years. The liquid cathodes an 
IBM LiAlQ4 in SOCl* L2M LiAlCl4 + 0.6M SOjAlClj in SOClj, ISM 
LiAlCl4 in SOfil2 and 0.5M LiAsF6 in S022SOj. In Hu acid SOCl2 a 
dramatic difference in passivation rates wen observed between different Li elec-
trode arrangements. The results are rationaliMed through a kinetic model in which 
the rate determining step changes with exposure time. NucUation and growth of 
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Li sak crystals is an important sup in the formation of the pmsivating sohd 
electrolyte layers. 
Passivation of Li in SOCl2 Solutions. 
M. Mogensen, presented at the international workshop Lithium Power 
Sources with Aprotic Liquid and Solid Electrolytes, Gaussig Castle, Dres-
den, 9-13 March 1987. 
A model for Li-electrode passivation in SOCl2 liquid cathodes was presented. 
The main new concept of the model is that of nucleation and growth ofLdCl 
crystals in the early stage of Li passivation. The main experimental findings 
leading to this model were presented. 
Hydrogen 
A. Schrøder Pedersen, presented to Elsam engineers, Skzrbzk, 16 June 
1987. 
A brief presentation was given of the techniques and economics of hydrogen 
production and purification. Special emphasis was put into the application of 
hydrogen in fuel cells for power production. 
Fatigue Mechanism Maps. 
OJt. Pedersen, presented at Institut fur Werkstoflwissenschaften, Univer-
sitit Erlangen-Nurnberg, Erlangen, FGR, 6 November 1987. 
Recent work on the basic mechanisms of low-temperature fatigue has suggested a 
detailed picture of the successive mechanisms by which cyclic straining leads to 
crack initiation. The overall process can be visualised by mechanism maps drawn 
in diagrams of plastic strain amplitude versus cycle number. A brief presentation 
of the models and observations used to construct the maps will illustrate their 
limitations and applications. 
Physically Based Constitutive Equations for Metallic Composites. 
03. Pedersen, presented at Institut fur Metallphysik und Nukleare Fes-
tkorperphysik, Technischcn Universitet Carolo-Wilhelmina, Braunsch-
weig, FGR, 5 November 1987. 
The dislocation theory of obstacle controlled plastic flow can be combined with a 
mean field theory to provide constitutive equations for the cyclic plasticity of 
composite materials. In particular, this approach implies that the in-situ matrix 
hardening is split into isotropic and kinematic contributions. The split is signif-
icant for composites of engineering interest, it is a synergistic effect displayed by 
elasticolly heterogeneous composites with high fibre contents. 
Elektrokenmik - fra højspxndingsisolatorer til superledere. (Electro-Cera-
mics - From High Voltage Insulators to Superconductors). 
F.W. Poulsen, presented at Metallurgiafdelingens Industrimøde, Risø Na-
tional Laboratory, 17 June 1987. 
The electrical properties of ceramics can be designed to meet the requirements in 
numerous applications: as electrical insulators; as semiconductors; as ion-specific 
membranes in sensors and fuel cells; and finally as electrical wires (high tempera-
ture superconductors). The ongoing materials development at the Metallurgy 
Department is outlined with these perspectives in mind. 
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Fastrøffielektrolytt-foiskningen ved Forskningscenter Risø, Roskilde. (Solid 
Electrolyte Research at Risø National Laboratory). 
F.W. Foabco, presented at Institurt for Uorganisk Kjemi, Norges 
Tekniske Højskole, Trondheim, 13 November 1987. 
The ongoing research in the field tf solid electrolytes at Ruf » reviewed. Struc-
tural and electrochemical characterisation of composite tUttrofytrs and oxygen 
ton conautton an emphasised. Applications of totid electrolytes m season ami 
Juet ceOs art described. 
Risøs hidtidige indsats - anvendelse af ionkdende nuteriakr. (Application of 
Solid Electrolytes in Fuel Cells). 
F.W. Povlsen, presented to FJsam engineers, Skserbsek, 16 June 1987. 
Activities at Risø in Juel cell research are described. Investigations efor/gen ion 
wnductms for high temperature fuel ceOs (SOFQ ami membrane development 
f* a near ambiemtempermiinNi-kydrogen battery an discussed. 
Defect Transport and Segregation in Irradiation Environments. 
BJf. Singh, presented at Materials Development Division, AERE-Har-
well, 28 January 1987. 
Experimental evidence demonstrates mat vacancy accumulation is considerably 
enhanced in a wide tone near planar sinks. The mechanism for Has mhomogen-
eom segregation has not yet been identified, but could be due »an excessive loss 
of snterstituds from die gram interiors. Transport of setf-mtmnttat atoms (SlA) 
might occur by one- or tarn- dimensional diffusion mechanisms or dynamically by 
of analytical calculations made to evaluate the capability of different diffusion 
mechanisms to yield the observed enhancement in vacancy accumulation will be 
descried and discussed. 
Fusion Related Damage Studies in Metals and Alloys. 
BJf. Singh, presented at ENEA, Cassacia, Rome, 1 December 1987. 
Resula of experimental and theoretical studies on effects of heStmt generation rate 
and recoil energy spectrum on mkrostructural evolution trill be described. Rele-
vance of Positron Annihilation, Small Angle Neutron Scattering and Transmis-
sion Electron Microscopy techniques in the quantitative characterisation ofmkrv-
struttural components will be discussed. 
Keramik - fremtidens materiale. (Ceramics • Materials for the Future). 
O. Toft Sørensen, presented to Konstruktionsafdelingen, Risø National 
Laboratory, 18 June 1987. 
Keramiske iltionledere og deres anvendelx i iltsensorer. (Oiygen Conduc-
tion Ceramics and Their Application in Oxygen Sensors). 
O. Toft Sørensen, presented to Dansk Elektrokemisk Forening, Dan-
marks Tekniske Højskole, 30 April 1987. 
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Keramiske Materialer. (Ceramk Materials). 
O. Toft Sørensen, presented at Thrige-Titan A/S, Odense, 28 October 
1917. 
Risøs forskning inden for konstruktionskeraniik og kwledeikeramik samt 
oxygensensorer. (Rtsø's Projects on Engineering and Ekctro-Ceramics as 
well as Oxygen Sensors). 
O. Toft Sørensen, presented to Sandviken, Stockholm, 23 June 1987. 
Risøs fremtidsplaner inden for avanceret teknisk kenmik. (Risø's Future 
Plans in the Field of Advanced Ceramic Materials). 
O. Toft Sørensen, presented at Mctalmrgjafdelingens Industrimøde, Risø 
National Laboratory, 17 June 1987. 
Zirconia Toughened Ceramics: Research and Development at Risø National 
Laboratory, Denmark. 
O. Toft Søunim and J J. Bcntw, presented at die conference Ceramic 
Materials *87, Gotcborg, 2-3 June 1987. 
Research M development M the find of high performance ammes an n 
col Unmersuy of Damtak (DTH), die Technological Insutmte, and Risø Natio-
nal Laboratory- After a brief survey of die current gerund Duma* national 
ceramic restart* programme at these institutes, the programme at Risø which is 
Metalhydrider. (Metal Hydrides). 
B. Vigeholm, presented at a meeting arranged by Procesteknisk Sebkab 
(Ingeniør-Sammenslutningen), Copenhagen, 28 April 1987. 
A technical description was given of metal hydrides as means of storing energy. 
Economical consia^rutions were included. 
Pulverteknologi. (Powder Technology). 
B. Vigeholm, presented at Metallurgiaftkiingens Industrimøde, Risø Na-
tional Laboratory, 17 June 1987. 
The experiences, capability and experrices of the Metallurgy Department, Risø 
National Laboratory, were outlined and ilhatrated by examples. 
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3. Posters 
Diflase Nenoon Scattering Front Yttm Stabilized Ziicoaia at 
S. HoH,NJL Anders**, 11N. Cfcmsen, T.WJX Farley, ALA. Hackttt, W. 
Hayo,M.T.Hotcaiiifs>ILOjbofaiDdW.G.Stirii^i«»ented«tiK6tfc 
International Conference on Solid State looks, Ganusch-Partenlriichcn, 
6-U September 1917. To appear in solid State looks. 
tf«xtmam*kmtfYfi3m 
293K*md2790KTkti 
ran a staaW a/aW ayjaa! 
Fractnre Strength MeasnrenKnts on YPSZ (Yttm Parriany 
ZirconiaX 
JJ. l e n t m , O. Taft Sørensen, T. Lepnto and T. Mintyn\ presented at 
the conference Ceramic Materials *s7, Gotebotg, 2-3 Jnne 1917. 
b, d* 4-pomt tm 
ay dm måmifm u, 
• B agv# nvonVoH^pn nor vaBjaajajananjoj gmmj s^M9BnwsnMws>or a™/ p*nWv> 
YPSZ-tmplts wtn etnitd aaf of Xaa\ ÆnnMrn, itttftn L/nwrmy, fit-
Evaluation of 2- and 4-Point Conductivity Measurements on Oxide Ion Con-
doctors. 
JJ. Benten, N. Hcaod Andenen, F.W. ltoobrn, O. Toft Søieaaenand 
R. Schram, presented at the 6th International Conference on Solid State 
looks, Garmisch-rnrtenkirchen, 6-11 September 1917. To appear in Solid 
Stue Ionics. 
now/af Bjaw ajnoia^pv au^awny nv an^anot ^s^^noj^aaon pappavoonNnnnBj^ apaBwBwaava>#ann>annv upn*upuor naayvF aavaavjva^aao 
fhfamey mpom* tmdyms (Sdotrm FRA-1174 mid FRA-1250) art 
pand. Tht taauriah tndiad wtn pofyetyttattnt enhic riritiwritø 
nm umoiua yitna ctnancs and suajju oynafnat YSZ. Empirical nam far tht 
dttKMUIttlOII Of COHMBWWf by gUHHtttlCm WUPtOds fiVHt OttntppUlf Stun-
rinbiMiktcampltxplmitrtpmtmmmofiktmmamtdåUwmi 
M PvnV nvnnai jan^^uuyvamun nj^ w naajaawnin Bj^ ajaa>BBaoosa^paina} UrPvup rUp^ su^ ^UjauBjBBjs* aoHnnn vWaaonrmn 
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Recoil Eacmy må Hchaai Effects on Cascade Mknttnicne in Pare Metals. 
BJL SM«|I and W.F. Sommer, presented at the Third 
Conference oa Fuaoa Reactor Materials, Karkrahc, 4-t 
October 19S7. 
la« 
ni av primary mmmpt saat at a fimemm af mean < 
efmmtfmt 
J W w al^p^preajmajnanw Mn\ 
kmltod(ix. ~AVn» ~/«te)i7afi 
/ a e number tf cams, 
iemky and sue efikt defect i 
The mfheniens af At f^ufrmi k a m i lår i 
a> BW • a i M i b ' i H W N ara *^^» * w va^ vaaMans va*waa>*i asaa> i 
ariff fe éucussel Fmatty, tht lakaaacr af øVs* m d b a» na araMna < 
tmt&JftmefMMtVnmtnmwUmbriifly discussed. 
MoDite-Ziiconia Ceramics Prepaied from Cheap Raw Materials. 
FX. Haaaai and O. Toft Sørensen, presented at the conference Ceramic 
Materials 17, Goteborg, 2-3 Jane 19C7. 
Intet Abstract. 
Positron Annihilation in Helium Bubbles in Ahuninhnn. 
ILO. Jensen, KM. Niemienen, M. Eldrap and BJf. Singh, presented at 
the 1987 Solid State Physics Conference, Bristol, 16-W December 1987. 
fnumti. Tht amt of a posurm napped m a* Al-He interface hm fem sniétd 
p^aman/B^aKmHH>Vv M wan* anovOp aammfsanni nlV M M& across nt tnterjace OMS catcutmtd ey tnt 
maltcular dynamics tuhnimn. Tht tnfmtnct of tht Ht mom on a pmmvm 
trapped in tht imam potential wtB m tht AI surface wm duumimd m tht 
cornaaud mirror modtL Tht anmkUahm ratt of an uuerfme-ttupped posuron u 
mcrmsed compartd to tht cltan surface annihilation rmt dot to annihilation vmh 
Ht dectrons. Tho auous a nkmon w bt tntmithtd btnjttn positron hfttimt 
and Ht density. 
Experimental positron bfttime rtsuhs art presented far AX samples which 
contain Ht bubbles m a rtsub of beam irradiated with 600 MtV protons. The 
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samples were studied both as-irradiated and after thermal annealing. HeUum 
density values determined from the positron lifetimes using die theoretical results 
agree well with independent, albeit uncertain, estimates based on transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) data. Bubble radii and concentrations can be estima-
ted based on the positron lifetime results, employing an empirically determined 
relationship between cavity size and specific positron trapping rate. The values 
obtained agree well with TEM data on the same samples and data from the 
literature. 
Passivation of Lithium in SOCl2, S02C12 a n d S 0 3 -
M. Mogensen, presented at Nordisk Kontaktsymposium i Elektrokemi, 
Helsingør, 26-27 August 1987. 
The poster described some important results from studies of solid electrolyte layer 
farmation on Li in oxidising liquids. Possible mechanisms involved were illustra-
ted, and similarities and differences between the Li passivation in the mentioned 
liquids were explained. 
Mapping of Low-Temperature Fatigue. 
03. Pedersen, presented at the Europhysics Study Conference on Mech-
anisms and Mechanics of Plasticity, Aussois, France, 1-10 april 1987. To 
appear in Revue de Physique Appliquee. 
The stages of flow, structural evolution and cracking in low-temperature fatigue 
can be summarised in "fatigue mechanism maps" of plastic strain amplitude 
versus cycle number. Maps were presented for single crystals of copper, alumini-
um and molybdenum. 
Keramiske iltionledere og deres anvendelse inden for energisektoren. (Cera-
mic Oxygen Sensors and Their Application Within the Energy Sector). 
F.W. Poulsen, O. Toft Sørensen and J.J. Bentzen, presented at Nordisk 
Kontaktsymposium i Elektrokemi, Helsingør, 26-27 August 1987. 
Then are numerous applications for oxygen ion conducting ceramics, for exam-
ple: 
- in oxygen sensors for combustion control (higher efficiency, less pollution) 
- in fuel cells for lower production 
• in electrolysers for H^production on gas purification. 
The properties of the electrolyte materials depend on composition as well as 
preparation technique. The poster describes the preparation and characterisation 
techniques used at Risø for the evaluation of electrical and mechanical properties. 
Super Ionic Conduction in Alkali Metal Hexachloro Niobates and Tantalates. 
F.W. Poulsen, N. Hessel Andersen, K.N. Clausen, D.R. Sadoway and 
L.H. Øgendal, presented at the 6th International Conference on Solid 
State Ionics, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 6-11 September 1987. To appear in 
Solid State Ionics. 
Ac-conductivity, DSC, and neutron diffraction studies of the ionic conductors 
KNbCl6 and KTaCl6 are presented. The first order phase transitions to the super 
ionic state occur at temperatures in the range 299 to 334°C. Conductivities up to 
0.3S S/cm are observed. The lowest transition is from a hexagonal to a cubic 
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FCC structure, whereas no definite conclusions could be drawn concerning the 
structure of die super ionic phases, since only three diffraction peaks mere observed 
in the diffractograms. 
Cascade Stability and Cavity Nucleation. 
B.N. Singh and A.J.E. Foreman, presented at the Zzd International Con-
ference on Fusion Reactor Materials, Karlsruhe, 4-8 October 1987. To 
appear in J. Nud. Mater. 
The possibility that the concurrent generation of collision cascades and gas atoms 
during irradiation may enhance the cavity nucleation is examined The number of 
helium atoms required to prevent cascade collapse in Cu, At and 316 stainless 
steel is calculated It seems rather unlikely that at realistic helium generation rates 
the cascades can be stabilized in the form of three-dimensional cavity embryos. 
The role of uncoUapsed vacancy aggregates in cavity nucleation is evaluated by 
calculating the probability of helium atoms reaching the aggregates within their 
lifetime. The effect of collision cascades on vacancy nucleation is found to depend 
very sensitively on die stability against collapse, site and structure of die cascades 
and the mobility of gas atoms. 
Nucleation and Growth of Precipitates and Hdium Bubbles in High-Purity 
Al-Mg-Si Alloy Irradiated with 600 MeV Protons. 
M. Victoria, W.V. Green, D. Gavillet, B.N. Singh and T. Leffera, presen-
ted at the 3rd International Conference on Fusion Reactor Materials, 
Karlsruhe, 4-8 October 1987. To appear in J. NucL Mater. 
Irradiation-induced changes in the precipitation behaviour of age-hardening al-
loys is not well established Very little is known about ike problem of precipitation 
and precipitate stability particularly under fusion irradiation conditions leading 
to concurrent production of displacement damage and gaseous impurities at high 
rates. 
The main objective of ike present work has been to study ike effect of displace-
ment damage, in the range from 0.01 to 1.63 dpa, with simultaneous production of 
helium atoms at a high rate (~ 214 appm/dpa) in a high purity Al-O.75% Mg-
0.42% Si alloy; the composition is similar to that of the commercial type 6061 Al-
Mg-Si alloy. In order to study the effect of irradiation on the nucleation and 
growth of precipitates and the aggregation of concurrently produced helium atoms, 
the alloy was irradiated in the solution annealed condition (S3S°C, 35 min.). The 
irradiation temperature varied between 120 and 26VC. After irradiation, die 
nucleation, growth and dissolution of MgjSi-typt precipitates as a function of 
irradiation dose and temperature were studied by transmission electron microsco-
py (TEM). The results show that the precipitation ofMgjSi-typt particles occurs 
on a finer scale during irradiation than during thermal aging of the solution 
treated Al-Mg-Si alloy (at the temperature of irradiation). The needle-shaped 
MgjSi-type precipitates in the thermally aged and the irradiated specimens are 
found to lie along the <100> matrix directions. 
Information regarding nucleation and growth of helium bubbles in the matrix, 
at precipitate-matrix interfaces and at grain boundaries has also been obtained by 
TEM. Long rows of bubbles an found to be associated with the MgjSi-type 
precipitates. The bubbles at the precipitate-matrix interfaces and at the grain 
boundaries are found to grow faster than those in the matrix. The implications of 
these results will be briefly discussed. 
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